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Gregory AltimasCourtney Alexander

Everybody always used to tell me that high school

flies by, but I never believed them. That was
freshman year and now I'm a senior. I guess I believe

them now. Thank you to all the friends that I've

made the past 4 years. Special thanks to my parents

and my brothers for all their support, you guys are

the best! Tar, Moe, J, LeeshaEt my hockey girls,

thank you for everything. I love you and don't know
what I'd do without you all!! "Every day is a great day

for hockey." Buh Bye Sandwich High

Samantha Anderson Cassandra Andreotti Stephanie Andrews

Things aren't always as they seem: turn them on

their side for a new perspective:

"Cello, it's a bass!"

Field hockey all four years - ACL champs and

practice in the rain.

Thank you to all my friends for helping me get

through Sandwich High.

Over the years I've found our time here should not

be measured by the perfection in our memories but

the amount of memories we have created. Each day

has only contributed in creating the person I am
today, and I would not trade a single memory. Thank

you to everyone who has helped me along the way
and a special thank you to Danielle, Jake, Mom, Dad,

my brothers, and the slacking six for always being

there for me: My experiences would not have been

the same without you.

Good luck class of 201
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"You've gotta dance like there's nobody watching.

Love like you'll never be hurt. Sing like there's

nobody listening. And live like it's heaven on earth."

William W. Purkey.

Thanks for these two awesome years In SHS. I'm

very grateful for all the friends I've made here. Also, a

special thanks to my sister and mom for always

being there for me through everything!

Jennifer Allen

"I see now that the circumstances of ones birth are

irrelevant. It is what you do with the gift of life that

determines who you are." -Mewtwo



Alexander Baker

Sarah Balkam Jessica Barnaby Jason Barrette

I am intimidated by the fear of being average " -

Taylor Swift. I think we all can relate. I don't think

that our lives have been average. We're all different

people who relate. Thank you Jamie Smith. Marinna

Raucci. Emma Vitacco, Brianna Kearney, Mariah

Pennington, and others. I will miss you all deeply

next year. Thanks Mom, Dad. Steve, Brian, and Peter

for being my foundation for 1 7 years. Thanks to all

who have helped me. I am nothing without you.

Remember, no matter where we are, we're always

close at heart. I won't forget the days spent by the

beach.

I figured something out. The future is

unpredictable." - John Green

Nicole Austin



"Today you are you, that is truer than true. There is

no one alive who is you-er than you" -Dr. Seuss

High school is the place where you start to discover

who you are. I am thankful for everyone I have met

these past four years who helped me find out who I

am, and who will help me continue to do so as I

start the next chapter in the crazy book we call life.

Kelsey Belcher

Elizabeth Bestford

"And in the end my friend we will all be together

again." I've been contemplating for the past hour

what word best describes these past four years. I've

decided to choose hilarious. Looking back, in almost

every picture I'm in, I am laughing. It goes to show
how truly happy I have been. I want not only to

thank my family but also the slacking six, let the

good times roll ladies. Victoria, Julianne and

Cassandra- 1 hope I've impacted your life as you

have mine. Class of '1 3 wherever life may carry you

remember, take it easy

Riley Barrows Britney Bazinet

"Life is what happens to you while you're busy

making other plans." -John Lennon

These past four years have gone by so fast. I never

thought I'd say that about school. Thank you to all

the staff at SHS. and a Big Thank You to all my
friends; you know who you are Zach, you’re my best

friend and always will be. I wouldn't have wanted to

spend high school with anyone else.

Jonathan Blake

These past four years have been unforgettable and I

couldn't have asked for a better teenage experience.

I have wound up with one of the best groups of

friends around and I wouldn't change them for

anything. Throughout the years watching friends

come and go has changed a lot of outlooks for us all.

I would like to thank my mom and dad for always

counting on me and keeping me going on a

successful path. I will never forget the weekends

spent with my best friends along with our

inexperienced ideas and ways. "Walking on a cloud

look up and see my footprints"

Congratulations Class of 20 1 3 I We did it I

Andrew Bourque

For the arms of the wicked shall be broken in

pieces: but the Lord shall strengthen the just

-

Psalm 36: 1 7. Cullan, Jimmy, Joe, Adam, and

Brian, Thank you for standing there by my
side.
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Kiana Bowe

My years at Sandwich High School were eye opening. They

were the last four years you have left to be a kid. Even then,

you have a lot on your plate to prepare for wherever you

travel once you graduate. After graduation. I am joining the

US Marines and attending Basic Training as soon as

possible. I can't wait to serve our country. I plan on

attending college after I get off active duty as well. I would

like to thank my family for standing by my post-high school

decisions: the support will be what gets me through those

rough times. I know I will be successful and happy in my
future with the plans I have for myself, and I can't wait to

start the rest of my journey.

Michael Brownell

Thank you Mom, Aunt Jen, and Kristen, for

everything you have done tor me, especially in

the last two years. You've always been there

for me.

1̂ .

"Life is short, smile while you still have teeth. Be

happy, not because everything is good, But because

you can always find the good side of everything.

Being happy doesn't mean that everything is perfect.

It simply means that you've decided to look beyond

the imperfections".

Thank you to my family for encouraging me to

achieve my goals. Friends, you are so special to me.

Thank you all for these unforgettable four years filled

with laughter and great memories!

Eve Brickley

"Feelings change - memories don't" Thanks Mom
and Dad for all your support. Katie, Taryn, and Erin I

don't know where I'd be without you.

Drew Buckland

Rachel Brown

Class of 201 3, it hasn't always been easy, but it has

sure been fun.

"My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that

you want it to. Your dreams stay big, your worries

stay small, you never need to carry more than you

can hold" - Rascal Flatts

Candice Burke
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"Nature's first green is gold, "Progression not perfection.'

Her hardest hue to hold.

Her early leaf's a flower:

But only so an hour.

Then leaf subsides to leaf.

So Eden sank to grief,

So dawn goes down to day.

Nothing gold can stay."

-Robert Frost

Nathan Cabral

"MOM ! ... the Meatloafl!"

Shake and Bake Ricky!!

Madison Burke Matthew Butchard Hailey Butler

John Byrne
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Erin Cahill

"A journey of a thousand miles begins

with a single step."

-Chinese proverb

Varsity Soccer . . . Basketball at the Oak

Crest . . . Kate . , . Baker, Kevin, Garritt, and

Lucas ... My Odyssey . . . Lord of the

XBOX ... No Fear

Hayli Cairns

Colin Caristi

I would like to thank my friends and family for

being so helpful and supportive. Love you guys!

Paxton Caristi Mitchell Carolan

1 would like to thank my family, friends, and

teachers for their tremendous support.

Without it, I would not be the individual I am
today.
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Hannah Carrita

There are some in this world who have strength of

their own, never broken or in need of repair. But

there are some born to shine who can't do it alone,

so protect them and take special care." Thank you to

Mrs. Lindholm, for setting my feet on this path so

many years ago. KTC 2000-2008. Sometimes

you're the star, sometimes you're in the mission-but

it's always better than being in the audience.

Ryan Catania

True terror is waking up and realizing this

class is going to run the country some
day.

Thanks, everybody.

Heather Case

"You are who you are because of the people who
surround you; Family, friends, teachers, coaches,

churches, and even people you don't know. All of

these people influenced you to be who you are

today, unique." I want to start off by thanking my
Mom, Grandma and Bumpa for everything you have

ever done for me. My friends, Caroline, Michaela,

Rachel, Janelle and Hailey for showing me what a

true friendship is: and to all my teachers and staff of

Sandwich High School for pushing me to the best of

my ability. Congratulations class of 201 3, we did it!

Bryan Chambers

The past four years have flown by, filled with more

memories than I could possibly recount. I'm honored

to say that I surrounded myself with the best and

the brightest. I owe any success I've had or will have

to all of you, truly. Once we cross that bridge a

whole new world of opportunity will open for us.

Follow your curiosities and interests, wherever you

end up you won't be disappointed. We'll all come
back, though. Who could ever leave the salt air and

summer nights for good?

"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door" -Milton

Berle

Morghan Casino

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, and hope for

tomorrow" Thank you Mom and Dad for helping me
over the years, giving me your guidance, and being

the best parents that you could be. The Whites, for

everything, you're my second family. Emma, my best

friend, you've always been the shoulder I could lean

on. No matter where life takes us, our friendship will

last forever. S.S, H.M, T.W, J.S my greatest friends

I'm so lucky I met you guys, you made my high

school experience unforgettable. P.W for all your

support and encouragement always. I love you all.

Congratulations Class of 2013, and good luck!

Yao Chen
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John Clancy

Mary Connolly

Lauren Chicco

"Keep your face to the sunshine and you

cannot see the shadow. It's what

sunflowers do." ~ Helen Keller

Gabriela Christian

I would like to thank, first and foremost, my parents,

for always supporting me. Also, a tremendous thank

you to my friends, who have made my entire life

quite the adventure. Since my school years were

split, a shout out to my Maine friends: Tori, Sam,

Meg, and Katie: and of course, to the Sandwich

ones: Jess, Amanda, Sarah, and Kristen: as well as

anyone else who has ever shared a laugh with me. I

couldn't have made it this far if it weren't for all these

incredible people in my life. As always. Just keep

swimming~

Alexander Clifford Julie Collins

"We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing

new things, because we're curious and curiosity keeps

leading us down new paths," I have been through so many
unforgettable experiences with so many special people

throughout high school Thank you to the Varsity

cheerleading team for a special bond which I will never

forget and to my favorite cheerleading girls Sarah D. Kelsey

P. Madeline R, and Kayla K. I will always remember the

memories we made and all the great times we shared

together on the team. And a special thanks to my family,

especially my mom and dad. for always supporting me
throughout these past four years.
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John Costello Kelly Costello Daniel Cowick

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to

breathe, then you'll be successful." This famous line

stated by Eric Thomas in the inspirational video,

"How Bad Do You Want It? (Success)." needs more

than one hundred words to be completely

embraced. If you have a passion that you want to

be successful in. you need to be willing to make as

many sacrifices as it takes to succeed without

getting any money out of it. Because what is its

purpose in your life if you say it's your passion, but

you don't show passion for it?
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Amanda Cox Claire Creedon Scott Crocker

Thank you SHS for a really weird four years and for all of the Deuces
friends and memories I have made during them.

Shout out to my slacking six: you ladies are the funniest,

craziest, weirdest people I have ever met, but I am so glad I

did because my high school career would not have been

half as fun If you guys were not a part of it, you ladles keep

me so young!

Cliche or not, we made it class of 2013! No matter what

your plans are post-graduation, just remember: "Whenever

they say it can't be done, remind them that they make a

jellybean that tastes exactly like popcorn." - John Mayer.

Everybody told me how fast high school goes

by, and I never believed them until now.

Thanks to my Dad and Carrie for all the help

and motivation they gave me. Thanks to all my
friends: PPP, Z, Nater, Oldfield, Buckland,

Riggz, Alex, Tori (one of the guys), Leah and

Cnor.

Emily Crowley Jonathan Cubetus Cameron Cullotta

Thank you to my friends and family who make "To be great is to be misunderstood."

everyday worthwhile. And to Leeanne for - Ralph Waldo Emerson

being hilarious

"Today is not preparation for tomorrow, today

is the main event." - Leo Babauta

1 1



Leeanne Cummings

Brian Daly Henry Daniels-Koch

From the good times - Sophomore skit. Running on

a dominant XC team, to the bad times - Freshman

skit. Twilight Meet junior year I love you guys.

Thank you to the XC and Track Team, Infa, my
homeroom, my friends and all my teachers for my
excellent high school experience.

"What you put into it, is what you get out of it," is a

philosophy that certainly sums up my last four

years.

Kyle Currier

Flere's a tip of the ol' hat to those who have helped

me through these four long years we know as the

stereotypical Fligh School Experience. Thanks for all

of your help, through the best and worst times.

Groovy times at The Friday Show, Special

Wednesdays, TV Club, IS, Countless Bonfires on the

Beach, Philosophy Club, Long nights down in

Mexico, and many, many more. Where do we go

from here? We just buckle down and keep living >

through life. "When you look through the years and

see what you could have been, oh what might have

been, if you'd had more time." -Supertramp

Sarah Deane

"Sometimes you will never know the true value of a

moment until it becomes a memory". I have made
so many memories throughout my four years at

SFIS. A special thanks to my amazing family, the

Perugias, Julie, Rachel, Shannon. B.I.D.C, and the

varsity cheer girls. Thank you for making my high

school years unforgettable!
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Michael DeCoste Cullan DemianczykMichelle DeLuca

\
Evan Denmark

J
Class of 20 13,

[
IMPOSSIBLE IS NOTHING. Go out and change the

I
world. Find what you love, chase your dreams, and

i

do whatever you want. Right now! Not tomorrow,

I today! Set your goal and do it! No matter what

I

anyone says, you can do anything Believe it Set the

I, bar higher, do something that has never been done

. before. Yes. you can.

Michael Deptula Emily Desmarais

"All of us get lost in the darkness: dreamers

learn to steer by the stars."

"I predict future happiness for Americans if they can

prevent the government from wasting the labors of

the people under the pretense of taking care of

them." - Thomas Jefferson

Much love to my brothers the Millhams, Andrew
Bourque, James West, Pat Foxy, and James
Jamilowski: high school wouldn't have been the

same without the best friends anyone could ever ask

for. Always remembering the good times in APUSH,
big thanks to Ms. Luck and the entire class for the

best year of school. If I were born a few months

earlier, I would've voted for Romney.

Thank you to all my friends and family. Also, Thanks

to my parents and brothers for pushing me to do my
best. Thanks to my older brother, Tom, for giving me
something to look forward to after high school.
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David Donahue Jr.Shane Doherty

"Sugar Shane", A big sports fan. Most memorable

times were keeping score for the JV baseball team.

Very special thanks go out to Coach Neil and Mr.

Dintino. Highlights of the four years were any

history class taught by Mr. Franke, Mr. Linehan or

Mr. Brothers. Plans after high school are to go to

college and be happy. Thanks Mom, Dad and Brady

for always being there. Pet peeve: People who
don't get it....

It's crazy to think we're already seniors. The past four

years are unforgettable. I couldn't ask for better

friends, we seemed to always find a way to have fun

in such a boring town. I want to thank my mom and

dad for staying by my side throughout this entire

journey, I love both of you very much. I also want to

thank Mrs .Hite & Ms. Viglas for all the help you

guys gave me.

Lisa Duerr Griffin Dunkley Meagan Eccleston

These past four years at SHS have been

unforgettable. I cannot even begin to describe how
grateful I am toward everyone who has made a

difference in my life. With the combination of family

and friends, I have been given the most dependable

set of guidance I could have asked for. You have all

shaped me into the person I am today. Thank you so

much, you mean the world to mel

First of all I have to thank my family for being so caring and

supportive, you guys have helped shape me into who I am
and I know for a fact I'd be lost without all of you. Also. I can

honestly say I wouldn't last a day without my best friends

Sarah Pomeroy and Lauren Pappalardo, I love you both so

much. I want to thank anyone who has impacted my life in

any way at all. I'm so happy to have the opportunity to learn

something new from everyone I've met so far in my life,

especially everyone who welcomed me at Sandwich when I

moved here junior year. Moving definitely tested my self

confidence, and anyone who went out of their way to be

nice to me made a huge difference. Best of luck to the class

of 2013,1 hope you all end up exactly where you want to

be Love you all!
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Garrett Esborn

We do have a lot in common.

The same air, the same Earth, the same sky.

Maybe if we started looking at

what's the same instead of

always looking at what's different,

...well, who knows?"

4

Catherine Felicetti

"It sure left its mark on us, we sure left our mark on

it" -Jason Aldean

I cannot believe these last four years went by so fast!

Thank you to Mom, Dad, and Sophia for everything

you have done for me! And to all my friends at

Sandwich and all the girls (and boys) on the swim
team- thank you for all the memories- you have all

made these last four years amazing! Good luck class

of 20 1 3, "Go, live your dream." -Tangled

%

'v

Eric Fagerberg

Oliver Fisher

I wish I took my senior picture.

Riley Faherty

Ha %
Sarah Fishman

Is mayonnaise an instrument?
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Katherine Flynn

'There are no regrets in life, just lessons" Thank you

Dad, Mom, Allie, Tom, Kelly, and Kevin for always

supporting me and believing in me. Thanks to my
friends for always being there for me Thanks to all

my coaches for helping me reach my full potential.

To my teammates all the memories we shared

throughout the seasons will never be forgotten.

Hockey is what got me through these four years and

l?m so grateful to play with all of you. Love you

Ladies! Congrats class of 20 1 3 and good luck!

Taryn Gaffney

I'd like to thank my family for always supporting me
and continuously encouraging me to excel even

when I fail. I love you so please try not to forget

about me while I'm gone. I'd also like to thank my
friends- my second family, I will miss all of you but I

know you'll each excel in great ways making us all

proud so I'm not too worried. And Jerome, I wish

everyone could have someone who is as supportive,

loving and driven as you are- but too bad for them

because I'm not sharing. See you on Birches. -T

Kylie Foster

"I always knew looking back on the tears

would make me laugh, but I never knew
looking back on the laughs would make me
cry."

- Unknown

I want to thank Scott, Gabby and my parents

for helping me get to where I am today, I

wouldn't be here if it wasn't for you all. I love

you guys

!

Olivia Gagnon

High school is a roller coaster, emotionally, mentally,

and let's be honest, physically as well since we can't

sleep in. Thanks to the support from my friends,

family, and teachers, I have been able to keep my
sanity. High school was a great experience overall,

though, from field trips to the beaches along Cape

Cod in freshman year science class, to the Senior

Retreat. I have also enjoyed being a part of Tech

Crew, working my way up to props manager. I will

miss everyone dearly, and though people in your life

come and go, I can keep these great memories

forever.

Patrick Fox

I'll never forget all the memories made here at Sli

SHS, Thanks to Mr. Franke, Mrs. Hite, and all of

my friends who helped to make me who I am I®

today. (You know who you are). International

Studies, keep doing what you do best: making

Mondays survivable. Good luck to everyone ’Sc

who comes after me. I hope they have just as

much fun playing the dart game, high-fiving

friends, and learning a lot about myself as I

did. It's been real, SHS.

Kristina Gajdarikova
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Catherine Gaudet
I

!

j
Four years: the amount of years I spent playing a

1 sport I enjoyed, enrolling in classes that were not

j

just math and science, and learning to express

I
myself. The time I have spent at SHS has made me

i
into someone who knows how to Carpe the Diem. I

I

want to thank everyone I have met at SHS, to those I

I have grown close to and called friend: thank you for

I the wonderful bonds we shared. There is no one

I

time I can look back on and say this was the best

: time ever! Every moment at SHS was the best.

Erin Gendreau

"All our dreams can come true, if we have the

courage to pursue them."

-Walt Disney

I would like to thank my friends and my family

for always being there for me and helping me
to become the person I am today.

So we beat on, boats against the current,

borne back ceaselessly into the past."

F. Scott Fitzgerald

The Great Gatsby

Lucas Geoffrion

I didn t choose the thug life, the thug life

chose me" - Tupac

Madison Gale Laman

Stop this train

want to get off and go home again

can't take the speed it's moving in

know I can't but honestly

won't someone stop this train

So scared of getting older

'm only good at being young

"The focus of my life begins at home with family,

loved ones and friends. I want to use my resources

to create a secure environment that fosters love,

learning, laughter and mutual success. I will protect

and value integrity. I will admit and quickly correct

my mistakes. I will be a self-starter. I will be a caring

person. I will be a good listener with an open mind. I

will continue to grow and learn. I will facilitate and

celebrate the success of others."

-Merlin Olsen

Mark 9:23

Jacob Ganley Kenna Garrison



Rebecca German

"You have brains in your head. You have feet In your

shoes.

You can steer yourself any direction you choose.

You're on your own. And you know what you know.

And you are the one who'll decide where to go."

Dr Seuss

Love you Mom, Dad, Bryan, Kelly, Friends, and The

Truck <3

John Glynn

Boy oh boy where to start. Aaron, Mac, newt, ceej,

lance, Rick, murph the time has gone by way too

fast. We spent our summer on the beach and I

made the best memories of my life with you guys.

Friday nights we are the first people in the parking

lot for every home football game. We always know
how to have a good time. There is never a moment
hangin with the guys that we are bored. I can't wait

to spend this summer with the boys again.

Wwwoooooohhhhhoooo

Victoria Goddard

"It's sad but sometimes moving on with the

rest of your life, starts with goodbye."

Thank you to everyone who has affected my
life these past four years.

Hilary Gonneville Garrett Goodfellow Grace Goodfellow

These past four years have been filled with memories that

will never be forgotten, I want to say thanks to my friends,

they have been with me through the best and worst times

Thank you Alex Vrountas, for always being there for me and

helping me realize that I am much more capable of

achieving my goals than I think I am. Thank you to all my
teachers who have helped me push past my boundaries. I

want to say a special thanks to my family. Mom. Dad. my
sister Hannah and my brother Zachary, you all have been

there for me and I could not be more grateful.

"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to

pursue them."-Walt Disney

"I believe that everything happens for a reason

People change so that you can learn to let go, things

go wrong so that you appreciate them when they're

right, you believe lies so you eventually learn to trust

no one but yourself, and sometimes good things fall

apart so better things can fall together."

-Marilyn Monroe

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope foi

tomorrow." -Albert Einstein
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Paige Goulet Samuel Govoni Connor Guerin

"Those school girl days of telling tales and biting

nails are gone,

but, in my mind, I know they will still live on and on.

But how do you thank someone
who has taken you from crayons to perfume?

It isn't easy, but I'll try

If you wanted the sky I would write across the sky in

letters that would soar a thousand feet high,

'To sir with love'," -Lulu, "To Sir With Love"

High school has been an eventful four years. Along

with all of the stresses that school brings there has

also been so much enjoyment. Participating in clubs

like International Studies and Key Club and doing

Lacrosse and Cross Country have really helped me
to cultivate my interests. All of the friends I have

made over the past four years have only contributed

to the amazing experience that I've had, I would also

like to thank my parents for all their love, support,

and for putting up with all the stress that has

accompanied my high school years.

Always look on the positive side of negatives.

Thanks to my family especially Uncle Jeff for all your

support and encouragement. Mom, Nana and Mike

I couldn't have gotten here without you guys, thanks

for everything, James, thanks for always being a

true friend. Thanks to Mrs. Hite and Mrs. Duffy for all

you have done for me at SHS. Good luck Alex and

Jacob, make the most of your time at SHS: it goes

by quick.

Allison Guest

"The journey of a thousand miles begins with

one step". Mom. Dad, and Kristen thank you

for everything. So many good times with all

my friends through out the years. My laxy

ladies. I'll miss all of you. Special thanks to

Leah, you're my best friend.

I

Julia Hamlin

"The future belongs to those who believe in

the beauty of their dreams."

- Eleanor Roosevelt

... and also thank you to my family and all my
friends, who have helped me make it through.

Brian Hann

Thank you to my family, my friends, and my
teammates: without whom these four years in high

school would not have been as enjoyable. I would

also like to thank my teachers and my coaches who
helped push me to my very best

"For myself, losing is not coming second. It's getting

out of the water knowing you could have done

better. For myself. I have won every race I've been

in". ~lan Thorpe
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Kasey Harty Tyler Havey

Td rather be hated for who I am, than loved for who I am
not." - Kurt Cobain

I would like to thank my amazing parents for working with

me. I love you both very much: words can't even describe

how thankful I am. Thanks to my brother Ryan for always

accepting me and being there for me. Good luck at Sturgis.

Katie Smith, my sister for life. I wouldn't trade one second

of our memories together for anything in the world. I love

you and your family May our friendship live on. If there's

one thing I've learned, it's always to be yourself, no matter

what anyone else thinks, because the original is worth much
more than a copy. Goodbye, Sandwich High School.

Tyler Hazard

"This is just a stop, on the way to where I'm going.

I'm not afraid because I know this is my Temporary Home."

-Carrie Underwood. My four years at SHS have graced me
with a second home, powerful memories, amazing

friendships, and quite possibly the best homeroom buddy

ever. I will forever cherish, and never forget, my time in

these hallways. I would like to thank my entire family for

always being supportive, my wonderfully inspirational

teachers, and my fantastic friends who always made me
laugh. Good Luck Out There, Class of 20 1 3!

Not that you'll need it )

Whitney Hazard

"Days like these, they go by way too fast."

To say that high school flew by is an understatement. It feels

like yesterday that we stepped through the mam doors for

the first time Thank you. Mom, Dad. and Jeddy, for your

constant encouragement. Throughout high school I have

kept old friends and made news ones, but it is my true

friends who have kept me sane this entire time. Thank you

all for putting up with me. From the pasta dinners and

movie nights, to the bonfires and vacations, you have truly

made the last four years memorable.

Tori Henry

"The truth is, you don't know what is going to

happen tomorrow. Life is a crazy ride, and nothing is

guaranteed." -Eminem

Family, friends., blah blah blah. The good times:
|

BIDC, hooplas, T.Bs garage, fab 5. wardys basement, I

JVcheer, Claire's, skate park. etc. I love you Brett

thank you for making these four years unforgettable,



Jaciyn Higgins

Thank you mom&dad for letting me finish out my
senior year at SHS. Mike, thank you for always being

there for me. Sarah, I can always count on you to be

there when I need you. Abbison, I couldn't ask for a

better best friend I can always count on a good

laugh with you. To everyone else, I wish you the best

of luck and thank you for all the amazing memories

over these past four years. Congratulations class of

2013 !

Colin Hokanson

When I think back to my freshman year, I think of

the nervous, socially awkward freshman who walked

into our luscious orange-themed auditorium for the

first time, eager to join KTC's Tech Crew, and then

look at the confident, and slightly less awkward
senior who has held the reins as Light Master for

three years, and has a circle of friends to be proud

of. To everyone who's been along for the ride, thank

you, it's been a blast. Oh, and just to say what

everyone was thinking, one hundred words wasn't

quite enough. Lancer

Four years in Sandwich Fligh consisted of losing people,

and gaining wonderful people in return. Life isn't easy, but in

these years I accomplished staying true to myself For that I

realize I have to thank some incredible people. Thanks to my
parents, my older sister Amy.my younger brother Bryon.my

friends Fleather Case, Ashlei Gibbs.and Kern Scaramuzzo for

helping me All of these people.and lessons will stay with

me Remember you should live your life they way you want.

Don't wait because right now is the youngest you'll ever be

again.

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing" - Flelen Keller

Jennifer Hoadley

Brody Hollett Janelle Hopkins

"I hope your dreams take you to the corners of your

smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows
of your opportunities, and to the most special places

your heart has ever known."

Thank you Mom & Dad for always believing in me
when I didn't believe in myself, to my friends for

showing me what strength really is, to my little sister

for loving me through every fight, and to my trainer

Megan for pushing me to be the best I can be. I love

you all and couldn't have done it without you.

Over the course of an average high school year, you

meet a lot of people. Some of them stick with you

through thick and thin, some weave their way
through your life and disappear forever. But every

once in a while, some come along who earn a

permanent spot in your heart. To my closest

friends, thank you for being there for me whether it

be bringing me a jar of Nutella when I'm upset, to

staying up late Friday nights dancing wildly on the

kitchen floor. And to Mom, Dad, Mike, and Matt,

thank you for making me the person I am today.

Kylie Hogan
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Melanie Lalonde

Shon Keren

David Langan

I'd like to thank all my true friends who stuck with

me through the good and bad times. Our class is

truly the end of a dying breed and I hope the

graduation of 2013 represents a bridge to a

successful future for us all.

Madison Kremer

Brendon Larocque

These past four years have gone by so fast. Mom. Dad.
]

Rachel. Nathan, and Daniel. I love you guys more than '

anything in the world. Slowry, Hannah. Jaclyn. Claire and
J

Kasey: Thank you girls so much. I couldn't have survived ,i

high school without you. Sarah. I'll never forget our crazy I

adventures together. I could not ask for a better best friend I

The Perras family will always be my second family, I love n

you guys. To everyone else who has made high school

unforgettable. I owe you the world. I

"I've learned to appreciate everything that has been given to
J

me" - John Mayer. Good luck class of 20 1 3!
|

Sarah Lake
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Kelsey Lawrence

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and

look around once in a while, you could miss

it.. .It's a little childish and stupid, but then, so is

high school." - Ferris Bueller's Day Off

It's been real. Class of 201 3! ^-bkp

Rebecca Legere

"Life is what happens to you while you're busy

making other plans."

-John Lennon

Louie #75 Baseball Mark 9:23 Thanks

to Mom, Dad, and Carol

Great times with the crew, Tim, Dep, the

Caristi bros, Mike, and Christian PR2 Bonfires

"You're The Man" "Yes Sir" The B's

Syracuse Street Hockey Practice Makes
Perfect

I ain't 'fraid o' no ghost.

-Abraham Lincoln

Ryan Lewis

Chelsea Laughlin

Andrew Lefavor

Patrick Lawrence



Tomas Maciel

High school can be a blast, but it's your friends and family

who make it worthwhile. Throughout my life, my family has

always been there for me Thank you. Mom and Dad, for

molding me into the person I am today I would also like to

thank the hockey and lacrosse boys: the bond we have will

be with me for the rest of my life To my friends, I would like

to you so very much, for the great times tailgating and the

street hockey on Saturday, these were the best four years of

my life. And last, to the person who keeps me smiling. I'd

like to thank Ashley- you always know the right words to

say See you guys at the reunion I Blue Knights !

Hannah MacDonald

"Don’t cry because it's over, smile because it happened
”

Concerts, driving out on Sandy Neck, Pasta-D’s, homeroom
bonding, the list is endless. Mom and Dad I could not thank

you enough for all the love and support you two have given

me. Christopher, Jillian, Andrew. Cara. Emily, Matthew, and

Michael you guys have all taught me so much and I love

every one of you. Julia. Theresa. Stephanie, Morghan,

Emma, Claire. Erin, Slake, and Slowry I can't even explain

how much you all mean to me and I cannot wait to see you

all succeed in the future.

Congratulations Class of 2013, we did it!

Olivia MacLeod

Brianna Lohr

Thank you mom and dad, for always being there

when I need you. You push me to be the best

person I can be, and encourage me to strive for the

things I want most . Grandma , i love you, and I want

to thank you for being my biggest cheerleader . Bret,

Thank you for being the best brother anyone can

have. You put a smile on my face when I need you

most and you aggravate me like no one else can!

And my friends. Shelly and Ariana, Thank you for

making my 4 years at SHS the most memorable

years anyone could ask for.

Nicholas Lorino

I would love to thank my friends and family for

all the memories they have created, and good

luck to the class of 201 3 and kiss the cup

"Success is the ability to go from one failure to

another with no loss of enthusiasm" -Winston

Churchill. I'd like

to thank my family Mom, Dad, Scot, Beth, Jen, Alex,

and Katie, for always pushing me to do my best. To

my friends, especially Cat, Hannah, Jaclyn, Kristen,

Michael, and Slake, thank you for making my high

school experience unforgettable. I can't believe it's

already here! Congrats class of 2013, we made it!

Sarah Lowry



Nichole Magnant
I

l

{

Emily Mann

"I know that there is nothing better for people than

to be happy and to do good while they live."

Ecclesiastes 3:1

2

Sarah Mandy

Reed Maxim

I'd like to give a special thank you to my family,

friends, teachers, and mentors who have challenged

me both as a student and as an individual. You all

have pushed me to do my best, and allowed me to

reach goals I’d only hoped to achieve Without all of

you, I can truly say I would not be who I am today.

Thank you. High School has come and gone, but the

experiences we've shared will last a lifetime.

“Don't cry because it's over, smile because it

happened," -Dr. Seuss

Congratulations Class of 20 1 3. we did it!

Amanda Mark

"I, not events, have the power to make me happy or

unhappy today.

I can choose which it shall be. Yesterday is dead,

tomorrow hasn't arrived yet. I have just one day,

today, and I'm going to be happy in it."

- Groucho Marx

Alicia Mangelson

"Cherish yesterday, live for today, dream of

tomorrow"

Many thanks to the friends who were with me on

this journey over the last four years. Special thanks

to Mom Dad, Mrs. Grant and Dr. Booras for your

unconditional love, support and guidance. I miss

you Richie each & every day. Marshland Crew for

life! Looking forward to starting a new journey... on

time. ..for the first time! Peace out Sandwich High

School!
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I wouldn't have made it here without Mom, Dad,

Lindsey, Eric, and Kenzie- 1 love you guys! And thank

you to all of my friends who have made the last four

years the best I could have hoped for: Kylie, Katie,

Leeanne, Alex, Katie Rose Chelsea, Amanda,

Meghan and so many more!

"Here's to all the places we went. And here's to all

the places we'll go." - John Green

"And if I had a choice. I'd always wanna be there:

Those were the best days of my life."

Mom, Dad, Mari-Kate, Pete, Chris, Laurie. Anna,

Beth, Mikey, and Connor thank you for always being

there, I couldn't ask for a more supportive family. My
two boys. Aaron and Glynny, thanks for everything

Sandy neck, tailgating, bonfires, road trips. High

school flew by, but I wouldn't change it if I could.

Go Golf Team

These four years went by just as fast as everyone

said they would. StudCo, AP Bio, endless track and

XC meets, adventures at the boardwalk. I'll miss my
trackies and the bus rides to Reggie. Thanks to my
friends for keeping me laughing even in the worst of

times; you know who you are. Lizzie, you're the best

friend I could ask for. Mum and Catherine, I

wouldn't have made it without you, Here's to the

future. "If you never try, you'll never know just what

you're worth" -Coldplay. Good luck 20 1 3!

Catherine Maxwell Thomas McEntee

Sarah McGee Jonathan McGonagle Jake McGrath



'"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened,"

I would like to say thank you my parents, you're awesome.

To my lacrosse and soccer ladies, thank you for making

I

'every sprint and practice enjoyable. I'll miss the games,

I
pasta dinners and laughing until my sides hurt more than

you'll ever know. Thank you for a great four years

To Erin. Gina. Eve and Taryn, I love you ladies, high school

|was better with my best friends by my side.

Tyler, you are the best home room buddy of all time.

Mr. Coakley, the wood shop wasn't THAT bad

Jessica McVay

Kevin McNally

If I can't do it it can't be done

Megan McMahonCatherine McKenna

Rachel Mehmel

Hnnmnn, I wonder who"s reading this? Probably a

relative, friend, or future family member. Or maybe
you're just a creeper flipping through the Yearbook

and came across my name Helloooo! ‘waves hand

wildly* ‘thinks-oh, I am so showing this to my friends

later, they'll get a kick out of this*

Carly Melillo
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Sidney Miller

Thank you to my family for everything, and for

supporting me, making me into who I am today,

and to my younger brother Gage:you're going to

achieve great things, 1 believe in you. Shout out to

"bide", "wolfpack" and #breakerblue, thanks for all

the memories and making my high school years

eventful, couldn't ask for a better group of best

friends, i love you ladies. SHS...it's been real, its 'been

fun, but it hasn't been real fun.

Joseph Millham

Thank you to my family for all your support, thank

you to JATB for all the memories, and to my football

brothers: I'm going to miss the Friday night games
under the lights with the best teammates anyone

could ever ask for. Mark 9;23

Adam Millham Brian Millham

Thanks to those that have made my times enjoyable

over the past four years. I want to thank my family.

Mom and Dad for having to put up with three of us,

Brian and Joe for making normal days interesting,

and Brendan for showing me the obstacles a single

person is able to overcome. I'd also like to thank my
friends. We've done a lot these past four years and

I've enjoyed every minute of it. "Don't aim for

success if you want it; just do what you love and

believe in, and it will come naturally." -David Frost

I would like to say thank you to all those who have

been a part of my life the past four years. Mom, Dad,

Brendan, Adam, and Joe, I would not be the person I

am today without you guys. Thanks to all my friends

and teammates who have made these last four

years so memorable. Friday night lights will be

something I will cherish for the rest of my life, and I

am sure going to miss "Get on the Line!". Remember
"Everything is possible for him who believes." Mark

9:23

*

Dennis Mills

Lace Up.

Tyler Moffa
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Michelle Morrisey

"Forgive imperfections in yourself and others.

Imperfections keep things interesting. They're the

cracks where the light shines through. Make
mistakes, follow detours. Sometimes it takes an

unexpected turn to help us find the life that is

waiting for us around the bend. Trust yourself and

the path that is meant for you. Travel light, there is

no use in carrying around worry and regret. They

only weigh you down. Always keep yourself open to

hope and to love, they give us wings."

Meghan Mosher

Shannon Murphy

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because

those who mind don't matter, and those who matter

don't mind." Dr. Seuss.

Christopher Murphy

Jared Morrill

P-town crew. Sandwich skate, Phil Baggins and the

old change collection, loufa rigno, dillron Davis, me
nickles. The Graveyard, toaster pastries, vinrod, fast

times, ill call yuh„ the trifecta, morning dew, wall

ridel, thanks mom and dad for dealing with me, i

couldn't hold the legacy of The morrill but i started

ithe legacy of Hair morrill

Christina Murphy

Dad, I hope you're proud. Mom, I know you are.

Brendan, Jack, and Sean- you're the best bad little

brothers a sister could ask for. Madeline, Sarah, and

Emily- you have gotten me through it all and I will

always call you my best friends. BIDC, HT, and Wolf

Pack- you made me laugh like no one else could. My
lax girls- you are my sisters, if a team can laugh

together, they can win together Thanks everyone

for an amazing four years. Just be yourself, there is

no one better. Good luck.



Christian O'Brien

I can't believe how fast these four years have gone

by I would like to thank my mom, dad and step

parents for always being there for me. I would also

like to thank my football coaches and the whole

2012 football team I love every single one of you!

"Mark 9,23"

Alexandra Nobile

Connor O'Leary

For the boys

Connor O'Brien

Joshua Noonan

"They laughed at Louie Armstrong when he said he

was going to the moon, and now he's laughing at

them from up there."

Chazz Michael Michael's (Will Ferrell). Thank You to

my friends and family for an amazing 4 years. I'll

always remember the Canal Cups and the 1st Jeff

Hayes Tournament with the team, I've had so much
fun participating in all the skits and making a whole

gymnasium laugh with my best friend. Shake N'

Bake Cal.

Leah Noonan

"If I live to be a hundred and never see the seven

wonders, that'll be alright. If I don't make it to the big

leagues. If I never win a grammy. I'm gonna be just

fine.. Cause I know exactly who I am." Thank you to

my friends and family for always putting a smile on

my face. So many memories; BITC, Varsity Soccer

(fbgm), Taylor's garage, Henry's Hooplas, I could go

on forever. I wouldn't be who I am today without

you all. Special shout out to my two best friends

Joey Robertson and Allison Guest, I love you both so

much.
¥



Joshua Olsen Katie Owen

'• ;.s fast as It went by, the past four years are truly

jnforgettable. I can easily say my group of friends is

*
ce no other. Good times at the washout. Tori's

ooplas, Wardy's basement, Zach's, Lils, Riley's

'J .arage and more. Great memories being a Blue

[night in the rink and on the Lax fieldl Thanks to my
t /lorn & Dad for always believing in me. You have

CJ jiven me more than I could ever ask for and I

iouldn't have done it without you. "Live like every

1 |ay is your last."

Madison Palmer Morgan Pell Mariah Pennington

'Many people will walk in and out of your life, but

aniy those who matter will leave footprints on your

leart". Family and friends thank you for always

aeing there Varsity Cheerleaders, you girls are

amazing! Thank you for all the memories. Best

yvishes to the class of 20 1 31

"Twenty years from now you will be more

disappointed by the things that you didn't do than

by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines.

Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade

winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover." - Mark

Twain

I'm so glad to be graduating with the ones I started

first grade with, back on Cape Cod, where the crazy

thing called school began. I could put something

easy and typical here like an inspirational quote said

by someone famous or dead or both. However, life

and high school aren't easy and shouldn't be typical.

Now IS our chance to be original, try new things, and

take the road less traveled because the easy way
isn't always the right way. Now is the chance, so we
must risk it all and take it.



Nicholas Polidor

"Sometimes, greatness is achieved on the

third or fourth try."

-David Polidor

Thank you to everyone who made these past

few years unforgettable.

Samantha PetraccaChadwick Petipas

Marinna Raucci

"Rivers know this: there is no hurry.

We shall get there someday."

Kelsey Philpott

"Don't be dismayed by goodbyes, a farevyell is necessary fe-:

before you can meet again and meeting again, after

moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends."-

Richard Bach. I am extremely grateful for all the ...

unforgettable memories I have made and the special people

I have shared them with. There are too many memories to ^
list them all but I want to give a special thank you to Julie C.,

'•

Madeline R.. Sarah D. and Kayla K. for shaping me Into the |C-

person I am today, and for all the memories we have made :

:

over these past four years I will never forget the times I
j--

have shared with you all and hope that we will remain close

friends no matter where our future takes us. I also want to .

thank my parents for supporting me every step of the way.

Abby Raymond

"I've been afraid of changing 'cause I built my
life around you." - Fleetwood Mac

These past four years, my life has been built

around all my incredible friends, and just

because we may change as individuals in

time, does not mean our friendships will.

I love you all.
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Sandwich High School has provided me with a

oiace to grow as a student and as a person. Being

nvolved in Student Council, National Honor Society,

peer Leadership, and a variety of sports has allowed

me to meet new friends and prepare for the future,

phanks to all of my friends but, Sarah McGee, thank

ijiyou so much for being there for me through thick

and thin. Thank you to all of my teachers and

administration, as well as my peers for such a

memorable four years. Lastly, thanks to my family for

always letting me be their little "Biz".

Samuel Rice

You could go back in time and kill Hitler as a baby,

but then the joke's on you because no one will know
he was evil and you will be a time-traveling baby

murderer.

Graham Ridosh Haley Ries

It's the end of a long dusty road and the leaves are falling,
I love SHS and all my friends here. High Five !

I haven't given up. I don't want to turn back.

And I hope to end up someplace awesome.
But the thing that gets me.

Is that I don't feel no different when I arrive at my
destination

It’s our natural human character to be unsatisfied

But in truth it is merely one step on the road of infinite

possibility

We haven't seen anything yet.

The last four years have been a journey. I would

have never been able to do it without the support of

my family and friends. I've had so many good times

during my high school years. Senior year is when
you need to accept moving into the big world and

dealing with responsibilities. No matter where life

takes you, wear a smile while you're there. Life is just

a chance to grow a soul.
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Vinicius Rodrigues

I would like to thank all of the teachers and staff who have

supported me throughout my four years at SHS. Special

thanks and appreciation go to ail the teachers of the English

Wing including: Mr. Schermerhorn, Mr, Russo. Ms. Gayton,

and especially my homeroom teacher Coach Galvinl As a

typical freshman entering high school, I was very uncertain

of whom I would meet and befriend. But. within these four

years I have formed relationships with people I never even

considered talking to then. I am thankful for the

opportunities and experiences that I have shared with my
fellow seniors. Even though I will be leaving for college next

fall. I will always remember this transitional phase of my life

as I continue to work toward my future aspirations.

36

In high school I faced many academic challenges

but have had a blast overcoming them. Last year I

was Santa Claus for the Christmas concert and will

always fondly remember that I also loved taking part

in the senior skit this year. I would like to thank the

teachers who have been most influential to my
success at Sandwich High School: Mr. Franke, Mr.

Russo, Mr. Schermerhorn, Mr, Linehan, and last but

not least Mr. Brothers. I would also like to thank Ms.

Susko, Ms. Driscoll, Mrs. Dwyer, and Dr. Abbott for

being there with me every step of the way.

"Certain things, they should stay the way they are

You ought to be able to stick them in one of those

big glass cases and just leave them alone. I know,

that's impossible, but it's too bad anyway"

-Holden Caulfield.
;

I've collected too many significant memories and
,

encountered too many unforgettable people from

freshman year up until now to fit everything

important into 100 words. To anyone who has

made me smile over the last four years, thank you. I

wouldn't be the person I am today without you.

Adam Roelike

Trevor Romeiser

Ariana Romano

"Smile every chance you get. Not because life has beeni

easy, perfect, or exactly as you had anticipated, but because'

you choose to be happy and grateful for all the good things,

you have and all the problems you don’t have."

I'd like to thank my Mom for being there whenever I need:

you. My Gram and Grandpa for supporting me through

everything. My sister Airlle for being my best friend. Myi

brother Darien and sister Tianna for always making me
laugh. My friends, Brianna and Shelly, for making every'

moment worth it and my dance teacher Laura for always

pushing me to be my best

Madeline Rose



Aaron Sadosky

The past years flew by... I'll never forget my high

school years. I want to thank my parents for all the

love and support, my sister for always being there

not just as my big sister but my best friend. The

endless fun times growing up with my
friends/brothers, Tom and John. Doing the stupidest

ideas that came to mind. All the things that I did

with all my friends like fishing on the boats, grillin,

Sandy Neck beach fires, camping out and watching

the Bruins games. Then you blink, and it's time to

graduate...

John Semie

Thanks to my parents and brother, who helped me
and supported me. I wouldn't be where I am without

you.

Gabrielle Ryan

"So, I guess we are who we are for a lot of reasons. And
maybe we'll never know most of them But even if we don't

' have the power to choose where we come from, we can

still choose where we go from there " -

I The Perks Of Being A Wallflower

* I am so grateful to my family and friends for the last

i four years. Mom for everything, and Noelle for

T understanding me better than anyone else. Dad and

Ben, I love you. Madeline, Morg, John, Dyl, Connor,

you have made the experience truly worth it.

Good luck class of 20 1 3!

Jeremy Samoluk

Thank you to my parents and to all of my friends for

an unforgettable four years.

Good luck to the class of 20 1 3. Kiss the cup.

h

' Amanda Seale
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James Silverman Alexander Simpson Jennifer Siranosian

"Lets make excellence happen" -New Balance.

Thank you to my cross-country family, coach Lavers

and Infa, so many great memoriesi Thank you to my
friends and family for all your support these past four

years. Its been a fantastic run!

Good luck class of 201 3!

Erin Skala

"And as paralyzing and upsetting as all the never

agains were, the final leaving felt perfect." it was a

tough but rewarding four years. Thank you to the

friends I've kept since preschool and elementary

school: I never laughed with anyone as much as I

did with you. Thank you to Tom for always being so

patient with me, and thank you to my parents for

always believing in me.

"Ail my endings are waiting to begin." "My last prayer was don't ever let me end up like the people

that's down here, cause the ones that fear change be the

ones that don't care look at themselves and see somebody

else in the mirror, but you could always pick me out of the

crowd loud mouth with my very own style and what I know

now Is don't ever pretend And live every single day like you

wont see it again
"

Thank you to my family especially my Mom and Dad and

my friends who got me back on track

Because I've moved so much, I have many places I Hakuna Matata.

call home. I guess I'm glad to say Sandwich is one of

them. Graduation is bittersweet. You all are my high

school friends, the ones I'll tell my children about.

However it's time for us all to go off to our futures. I'll

miss you all. Sandwich, best of luck!

Daniel Smallidge Anthony Smith
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Ashley Smith

Believe in yourself, have faith in your abilities,

without a humble but reasonable confidence in your

own powers you cannot be successful or happy.

Thank you to my family for always believing in me,

giving me strength to accomplish all that I could,

and helping me with all of my problems. To ail of my
friends for always being there for me. My trainers

Teresa and Richard for showing me what hard work

really is and what comes from it.

Stephanie Smith

Chloe Solomon Victoria Spink Christopher Sprague

"i, "Everything happens for a reason " Thanks Kiana for always
' being there Why does all the fun happen at Cape Cod

Cheer Academy? 1 1 years of cheerleading, thanks Dawn
Capra. Nichole, you've always been a true friend You have

all given me memories that'll last a lifetime Dunkin Donuts,

Taylor Swift, Florida, Mariah. Jayy Brady. Ashlei. Kaitlyn.K

Dyer, prom, after prom, homecoming. Good times in math

,

with Tyler Thanks Ms. Duffy. Miss D, Ms Galvin, Mr

;

Shewchuk, Ms Brennan, Ms Norton Thank you to my mom
and dad, and my sisters Alexa, Amanda, and Olivia. Rest In

Peace. Nayree

"I wish we could all get along like we did in middle

school.. I wish I could bake a cake filled with

rainbows and smiles and everyone would eat and be

happy." Thank you to my friends and my family for

all of your love and support. Good luck class of '13

and remember wherever you go, go with all of your

heart.

We didn't realize we were making memories we
just knew we were having fun.

"

Thank You Mom, Dad, and Briana for all the support

in everything I've done.

Thank You Dan, Emma, Julia, Morghan, Hannah,

Theresa, and my Field Hockey and Softball teams for

making me laugh and smile no matter what, and

memories that I will never forget. Love all of you!

Ashley Solari

"Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die

today." Chelsea Sutton you're a sister and you

always will be. Thank you to my soccer and lacrosse

teams for always putting a smile on my face. FBGM!
Thank you to Tom Maciel for always bringing out the

best in me. You'll always be my sunshine. Thank you

Mom and Dad for being so supportive and loving.

Lastly, thank you to all my friends who made these

past four years unforgettable. "You're off to great

places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting.

So.. .get on your way"



Zachary Starck

"Sometimes the moments that challenge us the most,

define us." 1 will always look back at my time here at S.H.S,

with great memories I would like to thank my mother for all

her love and support and for always being there for me, I

would also like to thank my cross country and track coach

Stephen Infascelli for believing in me and encouraging me
to strive harder to reach my goals and to be successful.

Thank you to all my teammates and friends from XC and

Track So many great times. I would also like to thank

Frank Green, our former sports trainer for being a special

person in my life Thank you James and Connor, my
buddies since Oak Ridge School.

I wish a bright future to my classmates of 20 1 3!

Jacob Sullivan Julia Sullivan Timothy Sullivan

"When life throws you curves, you learn to swerve."-

Rascal Flatts Mom- Thank you for all of your support

throughout this journey. Dad- You are my best

friend, I love you more than the world. Mike-

Although we fight like crazy, I wouldn't trade you for

any other. H.M. S.S. TW. M.C. E.G. E.W - Thank you

for all of the laughs, good times, and memories. I will

never forget them. K.W- thank you for being there

whenever I needed you. You are the bravest person I

know. "Don't cry because it's over, smile because it

happened Dr. Seuss ~Good luck class of 20 1 3I~

I would like to thank my mom and dad for always

being there for me. giving me a great childhood, and

being the best parents in the world, I love you guys.

Also I would like to thank my cousin Matt for being a

role model for me when I first entered high school, I

will never forget my senior season and how much
fun I had on the field. Mark 9:23. kiss the cup, and

for the boys.

Michael Stergis Terah Strauss



Michael Svirsky Nicholas SwensonChelsea Sutton

"Every end is a new beginning."

iMom, Dad, and fantastic five; thanks for being my
loving, crazy family. Ashley Solari, my best friend. I

can't imagine doing any of this without you, you are

hny other half. Liam you have taught me how to be

,myself more than anyone, you are amazing and will

always have a piece of my heart. I love you. Kaldren

and Koonan, thank you both so much. You both put

a smile on my face every day (: FBGM with the

prettiest soccer team.

iTo my Class of 201 3, I’ll miss you all and good luck!

Maranda Swift Julianne Tatelbaum Kyle Taylor

Thank you to everyone who has helped me through

these four years! A special thank you to my mom,
dad and Mason for supporting me at home and

everywhere else. To the swim team I love you all,

these are some of the best memories, and to an

amazing homeroom.we have become so close.

"Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but

anyone can start today and make a new ending."

Good times and Good luck Class of 201 3 ! #bkp

High school is not one experience, but many, I am
thankful for them all.

Shine on, 201 3.

Thank you to all of my friends and family, for

supporting me and helping me through my high

school career.



Jacob Teehan

I want to thank all of the teachers, aides, and

therapists who helped me during my years in the

Sandwich schools. Special thanks to Ms. Clare

Driscoll for guiding me through my High School

years. But thanks most of all go to Pam Baxter who
has been there from the beginning and without

whom my life would have been much different.

Nicholas Tierney

The one thing that I will miss the most about high

school is playing under the lights on Friday Night: an

experience like no other. I'll never forget this team

and all the things we did outside of football.

Spending summer on the beach and having bonfires

with my good friends. I would like to thank my mom,
dad, Jaime, and Justin for everything they have done

for me. Also I'd like to thank coach Luette, for

everything he has taught me about football and life:

being captain was a great experience.

Great four years of high school. Mark 9:23

Daniel Thiesing

Never forget the good times. New Years Eve Crew,

kiss the cup.

Kristen Towey

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because

those who mind don't matter and those who matter

don't mind." -Dr. Seuss.

I want to thank my parents for the constant support

and guidance, Andrew and Kate for the sibling love,

and all of my friends for the laughs, mischief, and

memories these past four years. A special thanks to

my partner in crime for always dealing with my
meltdowns and making me laugh when no one else

could. Good luck to everyone, wherever life takes

you. "We only part to meet again." -John Gay

Nicole Thompson

iGc;

Molly Travers

1

"There are some things you can't share without

ending up liking each other."- J.K. Rowling

Thank you Mom and Dad for always being there for

me. Emily, thanks for being my best friend. To

everyone at I.S and student council, thanks for

making my Monday nights more exciting. To the
j

entire cross country and track family, thank you for i

the greatest memories over the past four years and

for teaching me to love the sport. Thank you to all of
.

my friends, you know who you are, for the adventure

runs, tea. and Taboo.

Congratulations, class of 20 1 3!
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Keelie Turgeon

Emma Vitacco

I once, okay several times, read a book called

My Most Excellent Year, about a group of juniors

looking back at their freshman year as their most

excellent year. For me, I think these four years have

been the most excellent years of my life so far,

despite some bad times. I can only hope the next

four years of my life and beyond can be nearly as

amazing and full of such great people. Thank you

Mom, Dad, Michael, Big A, Sarah, and everyone else

for all you have done for me. Homeroom: I love you

all so much! Class of 2013: "Boldly go where no

one has gone before!"

Memory is a way of holding onto the things you

love, the things you are, the things you never want

to lose. -The Wonder Years

Thank you mom. Rich, and Kevin. You guys are

the best family one could ever ask for, you have

helped me through everything: I love you guys so

much. Thank you to all of my friends, I love you all

and don't know what I would have done without

you. Also, thank you to all of my teachers for

helping me throughout my years at SHS.

Good luck everyone and goodbye SHS!

Alexander Vrountas

It has been my distinct honor to walk these halls alongside

you. to know you personally, and to return your smiles

passing by. The brightness and warm connection you

brought Into my life will stay with me always To Hilary,

through stressful weeks, embarrassing moments, and about

five thousand Cosgrove push-ups. you've decided to stay

with me, you go glen coco! We must all remember, leaving

behind these walls does not mean leaving behind each

other As we say goodbye to our old school, do not let slip

the memories we shared within it. and look forward to those

we will make outside it I look forward to watching you grow

and succeed in life, as I have here. In the words of Patches

O'houlihan. "You can do it. I believe in you Bye-bye,"

Danielle Trayner

'"Life begins at the end of your comfort zone."

Here is to moving forward and keeping our

memories with us forever. Thank you to

friends and family who helped me get where I

am today. I wouldn't have made it here

without Tony, Cassie, Nicole, and my Twin

Acres girls: thanks for the memories.

Good luck class of 201 3, we finally made it!

Amanda Vespermann
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James Webb III

High school was tough. Woody from Toy Story

said it best: "That wasn't flying. That was
falling with style!"

James Wegman

It has been a fun four years representing SHS in XC
and track. Thinking back to when I was a freshman,

1 never thought I would have taken it so far. As a

freshman, I never imagined being a future leader of

one of the most successful cross country/distance

teams in the history of SHS. For that. I'd like to thank

my team including my fellow captains I grew up

with (you know who you are) * 1 00 word limit

problems) my parents John and Carolyn Wegman,
and coaches Stephen Infascelli and Michael Lavers,

for pushing me to become better every day.

"There is no terror in the bang, only in the

anticipation of it.' - Alfred Hitchcock

Thanks to my family and friends, for helping

me through that anticipation.

David WattZackery Wagner

Special thanks to my mom who has been there for

me through everything and is the most important

person in my life. I want to thank my closest friends

Christian, Timmy, Nick, and Garrett who have been

there for me as well and also the whole New Years

Eve Crew. Thank you to Lydia Evans for putting up

with me for so long. It's hard to imagine not talking

to all of you every day. Good luck to everyone. This

has been the time of my life!

Ryan Ward



Kimberly Whicher

Love your life, perfect your life, beautify all things in

/our life."

-irst and most importantly, thank you Dad. You are

an amazing individual, and I love you so much.

To the Sullivan family and Lisa, I would have been

,ost without you, and I would not have wanted to

jgrow up with any other people standing by me. I

ove you so much.

^^nd to the best friends on planet earth, God I love

you guys! You will forever hold a special place in my
nnart I D M.l AM .IH .IS .SA VS FR.IT.IH TP

David Whittle

'"In the days of my youth I was told what it means to

I

be a man. Now that I've reached those days I try to

I

do all those things the best I can."

To my teachers and friends, thank you for

.supporting me and making the past four years

memorable. To my football family, I love every

i single one of you like brothers To my family, thank

'you for the unconditional love and support to strive

for excellence, Mark 9:23 "All things are possible

for one who believes"

Daniel White

Thanks, Mom, Dad, Kerry, and Kelsey!

Colleen Wick

"Some people come Into our lives and quickly go Some
stay for awhile and leave footprints on our souls. And we are

never, ever the same." Anonymous

I'm fortunate to have always been surrounded by

compassion. Many people are inspirational to me:

including SHS teachers and faculty. My Mom, Dad

and two sisters are always there for me, and I'm very

thankful for that. I want to thank my best friends.

We've shared some great memories together over

the years, and I look forward to many more.

Class of 2013: Thanks for four amazing yearsi

Emma White

"So be sure when you step, step with great care and

great tact. And remember that life's a great

balancing act. And will you succeed? Yes! You will

indeed! (98 and 3/4% guaranteed)"

To everyone I've met, thanks for making me who I

am today. Dad, Mom, Liam and Annie for all you've

done. Thank you Steph, Hannah, Theresa and Julia

for being there for me through the good and bad,

and Morghan for being my best friend since day one

of first grade. Lastly thank you Nick for everything

you've done in the past year.Love you all!

And good luck. Class of 20 13!

Andrew Wilson

"Who are you? Are you in touch with your

darkest fantasies? Have you created a life for

yourself where you can experience them? I

have. I am crazy. But I am free." -Lana Del Rey



Michaela WoodellTheresa Wojnar William Woods

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes,

you can steer yourself any direction you choose. You're on

your own and you know what you know. You are the one

who'll decide where to go " Thank you Hannah M, Julia S,

Morghan C, Emma W and Stephanie S for being my best

friends and making these four years the best of my life. I will

never forget you guys, the memories we've made, and the

times we've shared together. Thank you to the girls varsity

soccer team for always keeping a smile on my face. I will

miss you ladies so much. FBGM! And Thank you Mom and

Dad for supporting me every step of the way. JP MoGrady.

thank you for making me into a better person this past year.

There will always be a special place for you in my heart.

"Go confidently in the direction of your

dreams. Live the life you have always

imagined."

-Henry David Thoreau

Here's to the days on Wakeby, kissing the cup, i

the golf team, the basketball team, bonfires.

Midnight McDs runs, football tailgates, the

Gulls, and Sandy Neck nights. May the

memories live forever.

Alexandra Wright Kevin Wright Zachary Young

Well. ..this is it! Some of the best memories that I

have, have been made here, and although I can't

wait to go to college, it's hard to leave behind all of

the awesome friends I've made! I've tried to make
the most of my experience here and I think I have.

From the drama of KTC to the captain of the swim
team, it's hard to believe that next year this will all

be over and I'll be a freshman all over again. Thanks

to all of my teachers who inspired me and the

friends who have encouraged me. Love you guys!!

"Take care of all your memories, for you cannot

relive them."

High School for me was filled with countless

memories, but I feel as though it was just yesterday.

I'll never forget my group of friends and all the crazy

things we've done.

I'd like to thank my Mom, Dad, Griffin, and a special

thanks to on my one true love. Britney.

From the basement days to Graduation. I couldn't

think of any other way to experience High School,
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BURGESSCAMP
FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
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For the first time.

We are Seniors.

Just 1 70 days to go.
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Homecoming









Halloween

Masquerade

Hurricane Sandy made it

a November 1 event.





The Juniors
C. Wojnar, M. Durant, A. Ford, A. Cameron, H. Hatfield, M. Whelan, S. Cotter,

C. Gauthier, M. Klimm, C. Howell, K. Noonan, S. Reynolds, T.Sivco, K. Kelley,

C. Dennis, O. Howard, M. Cotter, M. Grady, K. Payne, D. Galloway, C. Murray,

J. Lizotte, S. Emerson, K. Alden, K. McNamara, M. Daggett, J. Costa, M. Layo,

J. VanDrimlen, C. Forrester, L. Adams, M. Larochelle, H. Gibbs, S. Campbell,

E. McMahon, C. Dolan, N. Harding, C. Dykas, H. Durno, M. Neal, M. Suriano,

M. Harmon, M. Garrahan, A. Alvarenga, A. Hanson, K. Welch, K. Grady,

A. Mondou, M. Rich, S. Maginnis
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The Seniors
E. Gendreau, H. McDonald, K. Dolan, J. Siranosian, M. Travis, E. Hurley, K. Van Cleef, K.

Lawrence, T. Gaffney, M. Swift, C. Burke, E. Cahill, G. Ryan, M. Pell,

K. Owen, M. Pennington, T. Strauss, A. Smith, K. McKenna, C. Laughlin,

J. Hamlin, S. Murphy, P. Goulet, K. Hogan

Referees & Announcers: J. Silverman, A. Vrountas, N. Tierney, D. Whittle,

J. Ganley. Coach: Ms. Luck, Ms. Dean
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Dear Class of 2013,

It is with heartfelt respect and sincere admiration for you all that I compose my letter to one of the finest

groups of young people ever to attend Sandwich High School. You are in a word: extraordinary. The Class of

2013 will long be remembered for its legendary intellect, its energized versatility, its multi faceted

accomplishments, and its profound kindness and compassion. What I will cherish the most is the capacity of the

Class of 2013 to understand and to create an ethos. As individuals and as a collective entity, the Class of 2013

has embraced the opportunity to maximize its strength through well patterned behaviors of collaboration.

From the first day of school four years ago, it was obvious to the faculty and to the entire community of

Sandwich that the Class of 2013 would create a history and leave its mark in ways which were unpaved and

unpredictable. The Class of 2013 turned up the volume on school spirit, academic excellence, athletic and artistic

talent, and service to others. Its members understood from the beginning that they would achieve greatness not

through creating narrow pathways associated with competition, but rather, through opening up life’s freeways

through teamwork. In so doing, you moved the entire class forward. A powerful adage posits that human beings

achieve more when given the opportunity to play up. This is the legacy of the Class of 2013. Its members looked

out for one another, encouraging, cajoling, and expressing a contagious positive expectancy focused not only on

rising to the top, but rather on bringing everyone along.

Your list of accomplishments will fill the archives of Sandwich High School. They include outstanding

academic success in all areas of mathematics, science, and the humanities, constructing an eighteen foot blue

giant, exemplary work as senior mentors, some of the finest senior projects ever to be presented, sophisticated

independent studies, remarkable service projects, and tremendous accomplishments as leaders. Your interest in

school governance spawned a senior lounge, important changes in student handbooks, the first ever winter pep

rally which was totally student run, and countless other examples of your ability to think big and get the job done!

The Class of 2013 served as inspired and dedicated stewards of Blue Knight Pride. You brought the core

values of performance, respect, integrity, dedication, and excellence to life in all areas. The enthusiasm and

dedication which marked your arrival never waned. You kept up a pace that ignited the entire school. When asked

to set the tone, you acted each and every day as if the underclassmen were watching. You exceeded the

expectations of faculty, administration, and the town of Sandwich. I am humbled by your greatness, inspired by our

goodness, and impressed by your ability to model an alliance built on strength and respect.

While I cannot imagine SHS without your energy, I know that your work is done. You have set an example for

those who follow. Your formula for success could serve as a national model of what students can do when they

are empowered, trusted, and dedicated to a set of guiding principles. In your four years here, you created a

culture, protected its tenets, and showed the world what a great group of young people can do when given the

chance. Remember and continue to employ your formula of building partnerships, forging relationships, and

uncovering the magic of a positive ethos! Your future is bright and paved with the satisfaction that comes with

making an important difference. You have done that here. Now, it is time to bring your talents to a world which

awaits your capacious talents, infinite kindness, and inspired goodness! I will miss you dearly and find it difficult to

imagine not starting my day with my very special senior advisory. You are truly wonderful as is the entire Class of

2013! Thank you all for the daily joy and contagious energy you brought through the doors of SHS each and every

day! Each member of the Class of 2013 has meant so much to all of us.

With eternal gratitude,

Ellin Booras

Principal
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Dear Gloss of 2013

Almost four years ago, you arrived at SHS with firmly-established identities as Forestdale, Oak Ridge, and Wing students. Now, four

years later, you are so clearly ONE group of soon-to be graduates of Sandwich High School. From ten of you, bravely doing “The

Hustle” freshman year, to junior year's “Party Rock Anthem,” when at least 40 of you showed that “every day we're shuffling,” you

always made us proud of the way you dominated the Homecoming skits. There were bake sales that featured music by members of

the class; car washes that proved you were astute business people, in addition to being hilarious; fun in July while raising money for

the class at the Sandwich Town Fair; the Old Hollywood prom, for which you prepared 12 months and proved that tickets didn't have to

be outrageously expensive for everyone to have a good time; and the seniors' day out at Camp Burgess, quickly followed by

Homecoming, the Senior Masquerade, and a victory over the juniors in the Powder Puff game. To say this class knows how to have

fun is an understatement!

It is not for nothing that your principal nicknamed you “the machine” last year; while you're all individuals, as a class you are cohesive,

determined, competitive, and impressive. It was not just in the spotlight that you shone, though. We watched as you helped

classmates and friends who were having a hard day; we saw you smile at the nervous teacher welcoming students into her class for

the first time; and we noticed your quiet encouragement of younger students through the mentoring program, in the hallway, and in

athletics. You have modeled what a class should be, led by five class officers who truly showed BKP in everything they did.

We have loved being your class advisers. It's hard to imagine SHS without you. As your thoughts turn firmly toward your futures -

wherever they may lead you - please know that those of us who remain behind will think of you often and fondly. We hope you will

drop in and see us when you can, or shoot an email our way and let us know how everything's going. We wish you the very best!

Because there's a always a poet who said it better than either of us could hope to do, we leave you now with the words of Robert Frost

in “The Road Not Taken,” and hope, as you carve your individual paths in the coming years, you do so on your own terms and with no

regrets:

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.

And sorry I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair.

And having perhaps the better claim.

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

Though as for that the passing there

Had worn them really about the same.

And both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I

—

I took the one less traveled by

And that has made all the difference.

Vour Aduisers,

mnrgie Luck and Elizabeth Dean
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Dear Class of 2013:

Four years ago we all walked through these halls as energetic, maturing, and ambitious freshmen. When we

first entered Sandwich High School, most of us had no idea how close we would end up being. Throughout

these four years we have all grown up together and prepared ourselves for whatever the future holds for us.

Although it does seem like time goes by fast, the laughs, smiles, and the moments will all be memories that will

stay with us forever.

Sandwich High School has taught us that if we let into our lives some Blue Knight Pride, there is nothing we

cannot accomplish. Memories will vary from person to person, but there are certain ones that none of us will

forget. We will all remember the minutes spent trying to leave school as soon as 2:00 came around; the first

couple of weeks into a new semester trying to find someone you know in your lunch; all of the Homecoming skits

and the pep rallies; and the hockey players and their Mohawks every year for Canal Cup. We may not

remember every research paper, test, game, rehearsal, or minute spent on homework until midnight or even

later. We will, however, always remember and never forget the times we spent together.

Our time together as SHS’ Class of 2013 is coming to an end. We may not know what is in store for us in the

future, but what we do know is we will give it our all. In the words of Mark Twain, “Twenty years from now you

will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines.

Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.” Every one of you

has the ability to do whatever your heart desires. You and only you can make it happen. Whether the next step

is college, the military, or the workforce, we hope to see ail of you succeed no matter what you choose to do.

Take that step into the future, follow your dreams, and show everyone what you’re capable of.

It has truly been an honor to serve as your class officers through the years. All of the meetings spent organizing

events were well worth the smiles and laughs shared together. We could not have done it without the guidance

of our amazing advisers, Ms. Luck and Ms. Dean. We would like to thank them for their hard work and effort put

in to all of our events. Now that our time spent together is coming to an end, they may look back on all of the

memorable nights and smiles we shared with them as they played a major role. We cannot thank them enough

for their support and effort.

As Margaret Lee Runbeck put it best, “Happiness is not a station to arrive at, but a manner of traveling.” Our last

day together will be spent as we watch each other walk across that stage and receive our diplomas. We hope

that as you look around and see your friends, teammates, and co-stars graduate, you think of the memories

spent together. Good luck to you whatever your future holds. Remember that each of us will always be here for

you no matter what.

Your Class Officers,

Alex Vrountas, Evan Denmark,

Henry Daniels-Koch, Brian Hann, and Kevin Wright
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Senior

Best Hair
Sarah Fishman & Jake Ganley

Most Blue Knight Pride
Hannah MacDonald & Evan Denmark

Best Smile Best Boy- Girl Buddies
Sarah Deane & John Glynn Becky German & Adam Millham

Funniest
Sidney Miller & Kevin Wright

Best Girl Buddies
Lisa Duerr & Kimmie Whicher
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Superlatives

Most Gullible

Julia Sullivan & Ryan Lewis

Most likely to be a Millionaire

Evan Denmark & Kenna Garrison

f/lost Likely to be Late for Graduation Most likely to be President
Alicia Mangelson & Nate Cabral Taryn Gaffney & Alex Vrountas

Worst Drivers
Emily Desmarais &

Nate Cabral



Best Eyes
Theresa Wojnar & Bryan Chambers

Most Likely To Be A Movie Star
Nick Polidor & Sam Petracca

Most Artistic

Melanie Lalonde & Kohl Romeiser

Most Dramatic
Nick Swenson & Madeline Rose
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Most Dependable
Alex Vrountas & Taryn Gaffney
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Class Couple
Emma White & Nick Kennedy

Best Laugh
Amanda Cox & Graham Ridosh

Most Athletic

Connor O'Leary & Katie McKenna

Best Dressed
Lauren Chicco & Andrew Wilson
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Friendliest

Colleen Wick & Danny White

Most Talkative
Madeline Rose & James Silverman

I
I

1
Best Drivers

Tyler Hazard & Emma White

Best CarsWorst Cars
Becky German & Jake Ganley Kimmie Whicher & Cam Cullotta

Best Boy Buddies
Henry Daniels-Koch & Bryan Chambers

Best All Around Personalities

Kevin Wright & Colleen Wick
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SHS Athletics



2012 Varsity

Z. Wagner, M. Mullin, R. Jamilowski, D. Perry, S. Reardon, K. Grady,

J. Kangas, C. Hamilton, P. Kane, A. Maiato, S. Cook, T. Moffa,

J. Milliham, T. Sullivan, J. Arnao, N. Bourdon, B. Milliham, J. Booth,

J, Golden, D. Donovan, M. Petersen, K. Kaufmann, C. O'Brien,

N. Manning, T. McMahon, J. Molina, S. Cleary, M. Ladner,

B. Laroque, P. Sullivan, D. Deluca, L Mahoney, C. Miller, P. Amaral,

R. Lewis, S. Tully, H. O'Brien, J. Stanton, J. Ganley
Captains: David Whittle & Nick Tierney

Coach: Bill Luette

Assistant Coaches: M. Duarte, C, Luette. P. Bentley, M. Miller, P,

McDonald, M. Petersen, J. Bousfield, J. Carter
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Varsity

CliedrlQ^adin

Nicole Brackett, Julie Colling®

Sarah Deane, Shelly Deluca^
Brenna Demianczyk, Meghan Durant,

Hayley Durno, Katelyn Dyer,

Haley Hatfield, Kayla Kaufmann,

Emma Lazarescue, Victoria Leonard,

Brianna Lohr, Molly Masson,

Madison Palmer, Kelsey Philpott,

Madeline Rose, Savannah Scott,

Michaela Woodell







Boys Cross Country
Jake Barry, Bryan Chambers, Henry Daniels-Koch, Chris Drake, Thatcher Drake, Connor
Guerin, Josh Harmon, James Hemingway, Shon Keren, Andrew Lafavor, Will Maclean,

Ian McCartney, Dan McCauliffe, Matt McDonald, Jeffrey Polidor, James Silverman,

Zach Stark, Trevor Wack, Ian Wallace, James Wegman



Girls

Cross

Country

“We run this town
55

2012 Roster
Amanda Alvarenga, Morgan Alvarenga, Lily Barter, Britney Bazinet,

Rachel Brown, Erin Cahill, Lauren Chicco, Amanda Cox, Kelley

Fitzgerald, Hilary Gonneville, Whitney Hazard, Lana Henderson,

Philicia Henderson, Katie Hurley, Lexi Jones, Kyra Kosh, Melanie

Lalonde, Amanda Mark, Kylie McCartney, Lindsey McCauley, Beth

McEntee, Sarah McGee, Amanda Nardini, Joanna O'Gorman, Megan

Reardon, Tory Sivco, Molly Travers, Robyn Whaples, Kelsey White
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2012 Roster

Caitlin Cooney, Meagan Eccleston, Catherine Gaudet, Caitlin

Dolan, Amy Ford, Claire Gauthier, Abby Hanson, Olivia Howard,

Madeline Klimm, Maggie Layo, Katie Payne, Morgan Rich, Katelyn

Welch, Mallory Whelan, Shelly Alden, Allison Bryant, Ally Hir,

Nicole Martin, Caroline Murphy, Rachel Pentoney

Captains: Sam Anderson, Erin Gendreau, Stephanie Smith

Head Coach: Kelsy Beaton

Assistant Coach: Annie Susko

Varsity Field Hockey



ACL

Champions
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Girls Varsity Soccer

Varsity Team
Lea Adams, Stefanie Briggs, Isabella Collentro,

Christina Dykas, Samantha Emerson, Lydia Evans,

Taryn Gaffeny, Rebecca German, Erin Hurley, Rachel Lake,

Maddie LaRochelle, Maggie Levangie, Jessica Lizotte,

Becca Mandy, Caroline McKenna, Kasey Noonan,

Leah Noonan, Ashley Solari, Chelsea Sutton,

Catherine Wojnar, Theresa Wojnar

Captains: Kenna Garrison & Katie McKenna

Coach; David DeConto
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Boys Varsity Soccer

2012 Roster

Kevin Wright, Greg Altimas, Daunte Caesar, Josh Noonan, Owen Gaffney,

Christian Rossomando, Tim Titcomb, Justin Lerch, Eric Steele, Matt Dahl, Ben Diefendorf,

Zach Boudrow, Brad Miele, Brian Murphy, Donny Donahue, Chris Jones, Brendan Regan,

Jacob Olsen, Owen Caggiano, James O'Brien

Captain: Connor O'Brien

Coach: Ted Tedeschi; Assistant Coach: Harry Evans
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2012 Roster

Cassie Andreotti, Abigail Bates, Lily Belekewicz, Elizabeth Bedford,

Summer Cotter, Kyra Crossman, Emma Dempsey, Lisa Duerr, Sophia
Felicetti, Sarah Gaffney, Grace Goodfellow, Madison Grady, Megan
Greenhaigh, Carly Hockanson, Anna Horning, Ceara Howell, Lily

Johnson, Kerry Kelly, Kendra Lansing, Chelsea Laughlin, Sarah Lowry,

Hannah MacDonald, Sidney Miller, Abbey Mondou, Mackenzie Neal,

Madison Oakley, Lexi Pace, Hannah Salamone, Hope Salamone, Julia

Sullivan, Grace Tanguilig, Shelly Wolfe, Tessa Wood.
Coach: Amanda Parker





Golf

2012 Roster

N. Butafuocco, J. Cassista, J. Clancy, J. Condon,

C. Corkery, D. Cowick, J. Cuppels, J. DeCoste,

A. Denmark, R. Fulgueras, S. Galanis, P. Glynn,

C. Hatfield, N. Johnson, J. Leary, M. Long, C. Mangelson,

T. McEntee, J. McGrady, C. O'Leary, P. Plummer,

J. Rymsha, C. Wilson, B. Woods
Coach: Brent Pearsall
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Girls

Swimming

JSc

Diving

What time is it...

Knight Time!f

Captains: Maranda Swift, Cat Feiicetti,

Ryan, Candace Burke

Coaches; Tony Compton and Sherry Romanowicz



2UT3 Team:
Sarah Briggs, Candace Burke, Kyra Crossman, Emma Colombo, Lyndsay Davidson,

|Cathy Dennis, Madeline Esdale, Cat Felicetti, Sophia Felicetti, Carly Forrester, Megan Forrester,

Maggie Garrahan, Mackenzie Hagist, Kasey Hann, Olivia Howard, Katie Hurley,

Maddie Kieiczewski, Madeline Klimm, Madeline Klimm, Mariah Lang, Bailey Maito,

Emily McMahon, Christina Murry, Gabby Ryan, Kaitlyn Scott, Maranda Swift, Alex Wright

Managers: Lexi Pace & Kelsey Lawrence
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Boys Swimming and Diving
;

Coaches: Tony Compton & Sherry Romanowicz

Mike Allen, John Cahill, Brian Cundiff, Evan Denmark, Mike Deptula, Chris Drake, Thatcher Drake,

: Truman Dunkley, Greg Keating, Jake Flaherty, Brian Hann, Jake Kangas, AJ Maito, Alex Simpson,

Andrew Sivco, Connor Sullivan, Tim Titcomb

Managers: Kelsey Lawrence & Lexi Pace





2013

Indoor Track

Boys Roster

J. Barry, J. Carter, B. Chambers, M.Conlan, N. Costa,

J. Cuppels, A .Currier, H. Daniels-Koch, P.Davis, J. Foster,

C. Guerin, J. Harmon, J. Hemingway, S. Koren,

M. McDonald, R. Maxim, I. McCartney, A. Millham,

J. Mullin, M. Mullin, B. Murphy, J.Polidor, C.Rezendes,

J. Riedel, K. Rogers, Q. Sheffield, J. Silverman, Z. Starck,

G. Tenney, B. Tickell, T. Wack, K. Walker, I. Wallace,

J. Wegman, D. White

Girls Roster

A.Alvarenga, M.Alvarenga, S.Anderson,

C.Andreotti, B.Bazinet, R.Brown,

L.Chicco, I.Collentro, R.German,

H.Gonneville, M.Harmon, W.Hazard,

L.Henderson, P.Henderson, K.Kosh,

C.Laughlin, R.LaRochelle, E.McDonald,

A.Mark, L.McCauley, S.McGee, C.

Murphy, F.Naples, J.O'Gorman, T.Scheuer,

A.Schlesinger, S.Serdy, T. Sivco, S.Stella,

J.Sweeney, M.Travers, O.Tropp,

E.Wegman, K.Whicher, H.Wright
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Boys Varsity Basketball

2012-2013 Roster

Jack Condon, James Dillon, Joey Downes, Gar Esbom,

Eric Fagerberg, Jake Ganley, Nate Johnson, Kevin Marsh,

Roman Miskovsky, Henry O'Brien, Scott Reels, Sean Reardon,

Jared Spinella, Johnny Stanton, Ryan Sullivan

Coach: Michael O'Brien
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grsity Basketball

2012-2013 Roster

Erin Hurley, Kylie Dolan, Ashley Smith, Lea Adams,

Kasey Noonan, Megan Reardon, Shannon Mosher,

Stefanie Briggs, Caroline McKenna, Carly Whittle

Captains: Erin Gendreau, Sid Miller, Julia Sullivan

Coach: Chris Gendreau



2012-2013 Roster
Katie Alden, Shelly Alden, Courtney Alexander, Abigail Burke, Emily Byrne,

Abby Cameron, Caitlin Cooney, Savannah Eastman, Katie Flynn, Amy Ford,

Claire Gauthier, Alex Glynn, Allison Hir, Anna Hurley, Molly Kennedy,

Andie LaRochelle, Maggie Layo, Faith Lennox, Katie Lowry,

Colleen McDonald, Nicole Martin, Emma McDermott, Tara McElhinney,

Katie McKenna, Christina O'Neill, Kate Towey, Annabelle White,

Katie Wojnar

Girls Ice Hockey





Boys Ice Hockey

201 2-201 3 Varsity Roster

Drew Buckland, John Glynn, John Clancy, Taylor Blake,

Connor O'Leary, Josh Noonan, Nick Kennedy, Tom
Maciel, Koby Byrne, Ryan Oldfield, John Cassista, JP

McGrady, Jens Johnston, Ben Maciel, Kyle Brubaker,

Max Kent, Maverick Hauck, Dan O'Brien, Nick

Buttatuoco, Patrick Tierney, Matt Brooks, Alex Cabana,
Scott O'Brien





2012-2013 Roster
Bryon Hopkins, Jake Healy, Greg Zaw, Alex Denmark, Matt Landry,

Mat Petersen, David Watt, Lane Horton, Patrick Sullivan,

Mick Decoste, Spencer Cleary, Mark Petersen, Shahroz Ahmed,

Jeff Ladner

Captains: Kevin Wright, Jake Sullivan, Alex Vrountas



Spring Captains

Girls Tennis

Taryn Gaffney, Jaclyn Higgins, &

Kelsey Lawerence
Boys Tennis

Matt Martin

Softball

Julia Sullivan & Stephanie Smith

i'

Sailing

Tyler Hazard & Kevin Wright

Baseball

Nick Kennedy &

Connor O'Leary

Boys Lacrosse

Tom Maciel &

Nick Buttafuoco

Boys Track Girls Lacrosse



Class

of 2014:

The
Juniors

Class officers: Matt Mullin, president; Tim Titcomb,

vice president; Katie Payne, secretary; Mat Corsini,

public relations. Adviser: Chelsea Craig

Lea Adams
Shahroz Ahmed
Katherine Alden
Cameron Allen

Michael Allen

Amanda Alvarenga
John Arnao

Nicholas Astrauckas

Felicia Baker

Brendan Barrett

James Barry

John Batta

Emily Bernard!

Bunyad Bhatti

Johnathan Bishop

Nicholas Blackmon
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Mackenzie Bonaiuto

Jacqueline Brady

Jack Branco

Schuyler Brown
Caltlln Butchard
Nicholas Buttafuoco

June Collins

John Condon
Nathan Corbiere

Bryan Caldeira

Tyler Caldeira

Abigail Cameron
Savannah Campbell
Sam Carl

Brendan Carmichael
Michael Carr

Jonathan Cassista

Min Chen
Kristen Chicco

Kevin Colameoo



Charles Corkery

Mathew Corsini

Jamie Costa

Nathanael Costa
Marielle Cotter

Summer Cotter

Thomas Cox
Shannon Crocker

Kyra Crossman

Juliet Cummings
Jake Cuppels
Austin Currier

Madison Daggett
Maeve Daipe

Thomas Daniel

Peter Davis

Lyndsay Davison

Brenna Demianczyk
Catherine Dennis

William Densberger
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Kaitlyn Dewitt

James Dillon

Clay Dipietro

Caitlin Dolan
Meghan Dundon

Meghan Durant
Hayley Durno
Christina Dykas
Samantha Emerson
Dana Evans

Julianna Ferguson
Alexander Fishkind

Christopher Fitzgerald

Shayne Fleming

Timothy Foley

Amy Ford

Carly Forrester

Deanna Fusco
Owen Gaffney
Courtney Gagnon



Destiny Galloway
Garrett Garbacik

Margaret Garrahan

Claire Gauthier

Ashlei Gibbs
Hylee Gibbs
Kellie Grady

Kenneth Grady

Madison Grady
Sarah Gregory

Kasey Hann
Ethan Hansen

Abigail Hanson
Natalie Harding

Madison Harmon
Christian Harold

Bethany Harriman

Haley Hatfield

Maverick Hauck
Brent Hebb
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Philana Henderson
Thomas Hines

Olivia Howard

Ceara Howell

Connor Jackimowioz
Tony Johnson

Katherine Kelly

Maxwell Kent

Noah Khazeie

Madison Kieiczewski

Benjamin Klenert

Madeline Klimm
Jeffrey Ladner
Madeline Larochelle

Margaret Layo

Jens Johnston
Patrick Kane
John Kangas
Benjamin Romanelii

Kerry Kelley



1

Emma Lazarescu

Faith Lennox
Justin Lerch

Jessica Lizotte

Colin Loftus

Jacob Lowman
Benjamin Model
Sarah Maginnis

Liam Mahoney
Alexander Malcolm

Nicholas Manning
Matthew Martin

Molly Masson
Ian McCartney

Lindsey McCauley
Michael McCusker

Joseph McGee

Joseph McGrady III

Emily McMahon
Terence McMahon
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Samina Rafiq

Michael Raymond
Alexander Rencurrel

Abigail Reynolds

Savannah Reynolds

Christopher Rezendes
Morgan Rich

Jackson Riedel

Michael Ruth

Nicole Sacco
Wilson Schneider

Savannah Scott

Mattew Shaw
Ryan Sheehan

Victoria Sivco

Cameron Smith

Cole Spotford

Gregory Keating

Christian Rossomando
Alexandra Rudyakov



John Stanton

Eric Steele

Amber Steuerwald

Ryan Sullivan

Michaela Suriano

Aaron Swift

Kylie Tedford

Gienn Tenney
Timothy Titcomb
Oiivia Tropp

Jessica Vandrimien

Joshua Vaughn
Trever Wack

ian Waiiace
Thomas Waish

Katelyn Welch
Robyn Whaples
Mallory Whelan
Catherine Wojnar
Ben Yogis
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Class

of 201

5

The

Sophomores Class Officers; Alex Denmark, president; Katherine

Dunham, vice president; Tara McElhinny,

secretary; Kelsey White, treasurer.

Adviser; Tara Draper

Genieva Aboltin

Ikram Ahmad
Shelley Alden
Peter Amaral

Sarah Archambeault

Jacob Avery
Meghan Baker

Hannah Barrett

Lily Barter

Molly Bedford

Lily Belekewicz

William Bennett

Gina Boccuzzi

Amy Bolton

Joshua Booth

Zachary Boudro\A/

Noah Bourdon
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Patrick Bowlin

Nicole Brackett

Colin Brady

Sarah Briggs

Stefanie Briggs

Allison Bryant

Madison-Lee Buckland
John Cahill

Mackenzie Campbell
John Casali

Allen Chace

Emily Christensen

Spencer Cleary

Danielle Coleman
Emma Colombo

Erin Condon
Kylie Condosta
Brian Cundiff

Kyle Curran

Matthew Dahl
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Marissa Danta
Colin Deal

John Decoste
Dominic Deluca
Emma Dempsey

Alexander Denmark
Benjamin Diefendorf

William Dimitres

Donald Donahue

Daniel Donovan
Patrick Donovan

Joseph Downes
Joseph Drifmeyer

Katherine Dunham
Katelyn Dyer

Savannah Eastman

Taylor Eccleston

Harrison Evans



Michelle Fernald

Drew Field

Lydia Evans
Sophia Felicetti

Hayley Glidden
Alexandria Glynn

Kassandra Finlayson

Kelley Fitzgerald

Jake Flaherty

Brenden Flynn

Jordan Foster

Jennifer Fuhrman
Michael Fulton

Sarah Gaffney
Julia Gagnon
Lucas Gagnon

Stephen Galanis

Delaney Gill



Marcelle Goldberg
Jacob Golden

Zachary GorrasI

Alexander GovonI

Katelyn GovonI
Megan Greenhaigh

John Griffin

Pafrick Griffin

Brett Grosso

Mackenzie Hagist

Christopher Hamilton Jr

Sophia Hannah
Brooke Hanson

Logan Haygood

Jacob Healy

James Hemingway
William Herndon

Alicia Heyer
Cedar Hickey

Allison Hir



Brittany Hogan
Carly Hokanson
Katherine Hurley

Heather Huska
Kyle Jacob

Ryan Jamilowski

Trevor Jeffers

Lillian Johnson
Christopher Jones
Brady Joseph

Madison Kais

Shannon Kane

Haley Kardon
Kathryn Karoiczak

Kenneth Kaufmann

Caroline Keil

Molly Kennedy
Sebastian Khoroshev

Cullen Kilduff

Hen Klinck

Olivia Klinck
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Matthew Ladner
Rachel Lake

Anthony Lambros
Dante Lambros

Jessica Langley
Kendra Lansing

Abigail Levangie
Maggie Levangie

Matthew Long

Angela Lorino

Katherine Lowry
Orna Lynch

Amara MacCloud
Colieen MacDonaid

Baiiey Maiato
Connor Mangelson

Emily MacDonald
Alexander Maiato
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Kevin Marsh
Nicole Martin

Daniel McAuliffe

Sean McBain
Kylie McCartney

Shaun McCoy
Tara McEihinney

Elizabeth McEntee
Caroline McKenna

Tyler McMahon
Braddon Miele

Charles Miller

Timothy Milliken

Justin Morrison Jr

Shannon Mosher
Brian Murphy
Caroline Murphy

Laura Murphy
Matthew Murphy
Sabrina Nelson



Alisson Nolan
Katelyn Noyes

Henry O'Brien IV

Joanna O'Gorman
Madison Oakley

Jacob Olsen

Alexandra Pace
Lexi Pace

Allison Pannoni
Rachel Pentoney

Rachel Perras

Daniel Perry

Matthew Peterson

Victoria Petipas

John Petty III

Casey Powell

Kelsey Pozerski

Megan Reardon

Sean Reardon
Scott Reels Jr
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Katelyn Ross

Preston Rowe Jr.

Groce Tonguilig

Morgan Taylor

Olivia Reilly

Lydia Rose

Jamie Smith

Riley Sorenson

Zachary Souza
Samantha Spink

Philecia Strauss

Christopher Sullivan

Patrick Sullivan

Hannah Salamone
Hope Salamone
Lilli Santos

Genevieve Santry

Jesse Satkevich



Andrew Thomas
Patrick Tierney

Raymond Tourville

Nathan Trottier

Steven Tully

Gabriella Uribazo

Rabbia Waheed
Emily Walker

Katherine West
Harrison West-Mother

Annabelle White
Kelsey White

Tyler White

Patrick Wilbur

Ann Wilson

Christopher Wilson

Shelly Wolfe
Gregory Zaw
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Class

201 6

The

Freshmen

Luke Bridges

Jenny Broder

Skyler Belcher

Adam Billard

Rylee Billburg

Nora Biron

Christopher

Boen

:')lass officers: Andrew Sivco, Jenna Sweeney, Amanda

^

lardini, Sara Serdy, Elizabeth Wegman.

*l
advisers: Samantha Austin, Lindsey Arrimour

Morgan
Alvarenga
Kevan Anderson
Jaylene Austin

Drew Basler

Abigail Bates
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Matthew Brooks

Abigail Burke

Kevin Burr

Sarah Butler

Jameson
Buttafuoco

Emily Byrne

Alex Cabana
Owen Caggiano

Tyler Cairns

Chris Cannata

Jake Carter

Bailey Casino

Joaovictor

Cereda
Connor Coggins

Isabella

Collentro

Helen Colwell

Joshua Condon
Sarah Condon

Michael Conlan

i
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Maeve Connolly

Mitchell Cooper
Isabelle Crafty

William Crowther
Madison
Cuppels

Christopher

Drake
Thatcher Drake
Sierra Dubuque
Emily Dundon

Michael Curtin

Nicholas

Dimaggio
Sydney
Ditommaso
Kathryn

Dougherty

itr Truman Dunkley

Bffi Daniel Emerson
Madeline Esdale

Ashley Fagnant
Juan Ferreira

Mark Fitzpatrick



Heather
Goddard

Colleen Gorham
Jock Gould
John Grady

Govln Guorlno

Veronica
Gulllemette

Olivia Haggerty

Shane Flanagan
Shoe Forest

Megan Forrester

Madeline French
Robert Fulgueras

Owen Gagnon
Andrew
Galanek
Benjamin
Gavoni

Alyssa Gilooly

Paul Glynn

^ n

'if- 'I

Ian Hamlin
Joshua Harmon



Kassie Hyde
John lodice

Franklin Kelleher

Thomas Kelleher

Alanna Kennedy

Kyra Kosh

Matthew Landry

Mariah Lang
Andrea
Larochelle

Rae Larochelle

Danielle Lascala

Lindsay

Lawrence
Jordan Leary

Oiivia Harmon
Craig Hatfield

Alec Henderson
Philicia

Henderson
Benjamin Hines

Bryon Hopkins

Caroline

Horwood
Anna Hurley



Robert Lennox
Matthew

MacDonald
Michael

MacDonald
William

MacLean
John MacLeod

Brendan Maher
Rebecca
Mandy
Ashley

Manganiello

Michael
Manning
Timothy

McCusker
Emma

McDermott
Ryan McNally

Colin

McNamara

Caitlyn Murphy
Fiona Naples

Amanda Nardini

Thomas Megan
Michael Migliore

Jr.

Zachary Mola
Celina Mulcahy

Jason Mullin



Hannah Paige

Samantha Paige
Julia Pennington
Matthew
Petersen

Vincent

Petracca

Jenna Phillips

Jeffrey Polidor

Noah Raymond

Lily Reynolds
Thomas
Reynolds
Emily Robinson

Lexis Nelson

James O'Brien

Kaitlin O'Brien

Scott O'Brien

Christian

O'Grady

Jonathan
O'Hare
Christina O'Neil

Cassandra
Pagliarani



Reece Rountree-

Hanscom
Ashley Ryan

Mia Ryan
John Rymsha

Taylor Scheuer

Andrea
Schlesinger

Kaitlyn Scott

Noelle Seale

Sara Serdy

Benyamin
Shahyalani

Quran Sheffield

Emily Sholi

Zachary Silva

Sarah Simmons
Elizabeth

Siranosian

Andrew Sivco

Griffin Souza
Jared Spineila

Sarah Stella

t
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Brendan Sullivan

Connor Sullivan

Jaime Sullivan

Joseph Sullivan

Jenna Sweeney

Matthew
Sylvester

Jasmine Tollman

Brennan TIckell

Kaitlyn Towey

Hannah Wright

Cameron
Yadisernia

Samuel Yogis

Tatum Tropp
Brian Wahle
Kevin Walker Jr.

Mira Wegman

Halley Whelan
Carly Whittle

Andrew Wilson

Maximilian

Wojnar
Tessa Wood
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Faculty and Staff

Therese Alcom. Math

Lindsey Arrimour, Counseling

Samantha Austin, School AVork
David Aycock, Math

Moira Bundschush, SchoolAVork

Laura Carlyle, English

Christine Carroll, Counseling

William Childress, English

Annie Cloutier, Science

Kevin Coakley, Applied Arts

Ann Coolidge, Business Ed

Kathy Coppola,World Language

Marty Cosgrove, Athletic Director

Sue Coutinho, Social Worker

Chelsea Craig, English

Joseph Dawe, History

Elizabeth Deane, Nurse

Bruce Denmead,Music

Elizabeth Donahue, Special Ed

Tara Draper, School Librarian

Clare Driscoll, Special Ed
Mike Duarte, History

Kathleen Duffy, Special Ed
Chris Dumas, Science



Carolyn Hite, Special Ed

Robert Keefe, English

Mary Kelly, Technology

Liz Killorin, School Psychologist

Debbie Klier, Technology

Melinda Lasit. Music-

Mike Lavers, Science

Gary Linehan, History

Hcngjia Liu, World Language

Courtney Look, Line Arts

Kathy Lucas, Guidance

Margie Luck, History

Bryan Hafferty, Math

Owen Hill, Science

Kristen Ermi, Math

Nathaniel Everett, History

Dominique Fougere, Math

Donald Franke, History

Marci Galvin, English

Mark Gilmore, Science

Alexander Grandin, World Language

Kathy Grant, School Nurse

Erin Griffin, English

Louis Grimaldi, Math



1 Bud Schermerhom, English

i
Victoria Schulz. Special Education

. Caitlin Shepherd, English

i Don Shewchuk. Special Education
' Jan Simpson, History

dp: Marcia Simpson, Fine Arts
Ep

'

'fi

4
|
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Susan McDonald, Special Ed

Karen McGrath, Technology

Steven McHugh, Math

Justine McLoughlin, Science

Michael McNeill, History

Melissa Meara, Science

Erik Meerbach, Guidance

Ann Murphy, Science

David Neill, Math

Alison Nelson, World Language

Jeanne Nelson.World Language

Gilbert Newton. Science

Margaret Nichol, Math

Anna Noble, History

Kathy Norton. Speecial Ed

Diana Parker. Science

Brent Pearsall, Physical Education

Pamela Potter. World Language

Elizabeth Powers, Special Ed

Laura Richard, Special Ed
Joshua Rodrigues, Technology

Marty Russo. English

Brett Rigazio, Fine Arts

Lucinda Savery, Math

Bill Luette. Physical Education

Chris Luette, Physical Education

Martha Martin. English

Stephen McCarthy, English

Gerald McClellan, Special Ed

Patrick McDonald, History



Laurie St. Pierre, Science

Angela White, World Language

Kristen Young, Physical Education

Administration

Dr. Ellin Booras

Principal

Richard Metropolis

Assistant Principal

Anne Wagner

Assistant Principal

J
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Clubs and Organizations

To serve, to learn,

to expand our horizons;

because
life experience doesn't end

at 2:00 p.m.

MEETING

When:

Wednesday

September 26

7-8

Where:

Check the White Board m
the lobby

^lookClubi
- Tuesday, EJecember 18th .

^ 2:00— 3:00pm ^
^ in the Library ^

Bring a treat to

celebrate reading!

Book of the Month:
* Why We Broke Up

by Daniel Handler ^

^ See Ms. Draper if you have ^
^any questions or can’t make itl^

<! .»> .v -& % -t? if

Hasb-lpIlMdars
tuittcr mnUacafeMLctB/MCMMlsIStB

owsHrtait #iiMfea»iiM<ay

91.5 F.M I^ Every Monday
2-3 P.M. LIVE !

DJ/HoM: MC BURR

• Ll\i; >Ia»k l>«
- Frmc>'let
• Playlet

matk there it to heir !!

.•Hip Hep/rep Co-Hotl: Alex Malceln
•Top *•
j.Nev Dvelc - Cirrtel EveeH/Newt

—r-Hov>e • SoBt Requetti

WSBI -COBlMh

508-888-4900 EkL 5050

Mime myAKT.Mt.vr>«t\tvr<

ijixiwlch Soul

to

CoDcsrt

wutp liltLiTOtaMia

Coint $odI Aciy WItfi (3i

AN I MAT I NG

CLUB

>'<*••0 Tu»id«i(i I - *

•Hhm* Mry Xat, * (toom 02«$

TMILOSOrHY
CLUB

Wedne»d«^, N<»vcmb,

A>o7

600 - 7 ^o TM1
KNOWLEDGE:

Power or Poof !!!???

Improv Meeting

Monday
2 ;00 -3:00

International

StudiesI

Prep Sessions for

our meetings wili

take place
Thur\tiavs.

7~V pm in

1 jni;
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Leadership and Peer Mediation Team

Senior Peer Leaders:

C. Andreotti, R. Brown, E. Cahill, M. Carolan, M. Casino, J. Collins, C. Cooney, B. Daly, H. Daniels-Koch, S. Deane, C. Denianczyk,

E. Dennnark, K. Dolan, C. Felicetti, T. Gaffney, J. Ganley, C. Gaudet, E. Gendreau, R. German, V. Goddard, G. Goodfellow, C. Guerin,

T Hazard, C. Hokanson, E, Hurley, N. Johnson, M. Johnston, A. Jones, K. Kaufmann, M. Kremer, C. Laughlin, K. Lawrence, S. Lowry,

H. MacDonald, A. Mangelson, E. Mann, R. Maxim, K. Maxwell, A. McCauley, S. McGee, J. McGonagle, K. McKenna,

A. Millham, S. Murphy, A. Nobile, C. O'Brien, K. Owen, M. Palmer, S, Petracca, K. Philpott, N. Polidor, M. Raucci, E. Reardon,

M. Rose, G. Ryan, A. Seale, J. Silverman, A. Simpson, J. Siranosian, E. Skala, A. Smith, A. Solari, J. Sullivan, C. Sutton, N. Swenson,

M. Swift, J. Tattlebaum, K. Towey, M. Travers, K. Van Cleef, A. Vesperman, A. Vrountas, D. Watt, D. White, E. White,

C. Wick, W. Woods, K. Wright
,

Junior Peer Leaders:

L, Adams, A. Alvarenga, B. Barrett, N. Buttafuoco, S. Carl, J. Cassista, K. Chicco, M. Corsini, S. Cotter, K. Crossman, A, Currier,

C. Dolan, M. Dundon, H. Durno, C. Dykas, S. Emerson, A, Ford, C. Forester, 0. Gaffney, C. Gagnon, M. Garrahan, C. Gauthier,

J. Goins, M. Grady, A. Hanson, 0. Howard, M. Klimm, M. Kristy, M. LaRochelle, M. Layo, J. Lizotte, C. Loftus, S. Maginnis, M. Martin,

J. McGrady, M. Mott,M. Mullin, C. Murray, S. Rafiq, A. Reynolds, C. Rezendes, M. Rich, J. Riedel, C. Rossomando, R. Sheehan,

C. Spofford, J. Stanton, J. VanDrimlen, M. Whelan

WcGf
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National Honor Society

5|3alkam, J. Barrette. E. Brickley, M. Carolan, B. Chambers, G. Christian, J. Collins, J. Cubetus, B. Daly, H. Daniels-Koch, E. Denmark,

<polan, G. Esborn, E. Fagerberg, C. Felicetti, T. Gaffney, J. Ganley, K. Garrison, E. Gendreau, R. German, H. Gonneville, C. Guerin,

r.|Hazard, W. Hazard, E. Hurley, L. Jones, K. Kaufmann, S. Koren, M. Kremer, K. Lawrence, A. Lefavor, B. Lohr, S. Lowry, H. MacDonald,

ijs/lark, R. Maxim, K. Maxwell, T. McEntee, S. McGee. K. McKenna, A. Millham, S. Murphy, M. Palmer, M. Pell, M. Pennington,

JPetracca, E. Reardon, J. Silverman, A. Simpson, J. Siranosian, A. Solari, M. Swift, K. Towey, M. Travers, A. Vespermann, E. Vitacco,

ijlVrountas, D. White, W. Woods, A. Wright

National Art Honor Society

L Barter, E. Cahill, S. Campbell, K, Crossman, C. Dennis, K, Grady, S. Gregory, C. Hickey, Z. Klinck, M. Kremer, M. LaLonde,

S McGee. M. Palmer, M. Rich, S. Rudyakov, S. Rice, J. Siranosian, G. Tanguilig, E. Walker, R. Whaples



Senior Mentors

E. Hurley, C. Maxwell, C. McKenna, A. Nobile, S. Petracca, E. Reardon, J. Silverman, A. Solari. J. Tatelbaum, C. Wick,

B. Chambers, J. Ganley,E. Gendreau, C. Guerin, M. Johnston, J. Siranosian, M. Stergis, J. Sullivan, M. Swift, A. Vrountas, B. Daly, C.

Felicetti, V. Goddard, S. Lowry, R. Maxim, C. Sutton, N. Swenson, K. Towey, M. Travers, K. Wright

International Studies

J Barry, K. Dunham, G. Altimas, J. Bishop, D. LaScala, K. Finlayson, P. Rowe, C. Gorham, G. Esborn, M. Cotter, J. Barrette, K.

Lawrence, J, Silverman, C. Gaudet, J. Broder, P. Fox, K. Whicher, M. Taylor, K. Jacob, 0. Tropp, J. Siranosian, C. Murphy, T.

Dunkley, A. Reynolds, K. Conosta, A. Lefavor, R. Maxim, C. Demianczyk, A. Denmark, M. Cuppels, T. Sivco, M. Carolan, M.

Travers, M. Mott, N. Polidor, A. Vrountas, C. Loftus, M. Mason, R. Mehmel, M. Ruth, C. O'Grady, M. Connolly, R. Bown, M, Martin,

B. Chambers, C. Cutler, J. Morrison, T. Foley, G. Tenney, A. Schlesinger, L. Barter, C. Dennis, M. Goldberg, B. Tickel, T. Wood, C.

Guerin, A. Alvarenga, J. Sullivan, T. Kelliher, M. Dundon, T. Dake, V. Petracca, D. Emerson, I. Wallace, C. Coggins, L. Wegman, J.

Semie, A. Sivco, H. Colwell, S. Petracca, S. Koren, C. Kilduff
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Key Club

J. Barnaby, L. Barter, A. Bryant, M. Carolan, B. Casino, H. Daniels- Koch, C. Dennis, S. DiTommaso, L. Duerr, K. Dunham

iC. Dykas, A. Ford, M. French, 0. Gaffney, T. Gaffney, C. Gaudet, C. Gauthier, R. German, K. Grady, M. Grady, C. Guerin,

0. Flaggerty, N. Harding, W. Hazard, K. Hurley, T. Kelliher, M. Kremer, M. Layo, L, McCauley, L. McCauley, C. McGee,

C. O'Neill, K. Owen, M. Pell, R. Perras, M. Reardon, E. Robinson, K. Scott, S. Serdy, E. Sholi, J. Silverman, E. Siranosian,

J. Siranosian, A. Sivco, T. Sivco, K. Suriano, J. Sweeney, M. Taylor, K. Towey, K. Towey, M. Travers, T. Tropp,

: J. Vandimlen, A. Vespermann, E. Vitacco, E. Walker, M. Whalen, K. Whitcher, D. White, K. White

P.A.LS

Jake Ganley, Lana Henderson, Sam Carl, Joey Downes, Amy Ford, Taryn Gaffney
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Philosophy Club

Rachel Brown, Calvin Cutler, Alex Denmark, Gar Esborn, Alex Fishkind, Patrick Fox, Cathy Gaudet, Marcelle Goldberg, Connor Guerin,

Abby Hanson, Danielle LaScala, Colin Loftus, Lexi McAuley, Ian McCartney, Rachel Mehmel, Alexandra Nobile, Katie Owen,

Jeffrey Polidor, Nick Polidor, Sam Rice, Ben Romanelli, Kohl Romeiser, Trevor Romeiser, Mike Ruth, Andrea Schlesinger, Andrew Sivcc

Kyle Taylor, David Whittle

Prom Committee

Nick Buttafuoco, Abby Cameron, Charlie Corkery, Mat Corsini, Jamie Costa, Summer Cotter,

Maddison Daggett, Meghan Duran, Christina Dykas, Amy Ford, Owen Gaffney, Claire Gauthier,

Olivia Howard, Madeline Klimm, Michael Kristy, Maddie LaRochelle, Molly Masson,

J.P. McGrady, Matt Mullin, Katie Payne, Savannah Reynolds
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Ultimate Frisbee Club

Andrew Bourque, Jack Casau, Yao Chen, Cullan Demianczyk, Dan Emerson, Gar Esbprm, Pat Fox, Michael Fulton,

Lucas Gagnon, Brody Hollett, Nate Johnson, Matt Long, Nick Lorino, Adam Millham, Brian Millham, Joe Millham,

Nick Pollidor, Dan Thiesing, Andy Thomas, Brennan Tickell, Alex Vrountas, David Watt, Jimmy Webb

Book Club

Amanda Mark, Paige Goulet, Guinevere Reilly, Sarah Gregory, Kristen Chico. Adviser: Ms Draper
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Sandwich Soul

Sarah Archambeault, Abby Bates, Brendan Carmichael, Alexis Caron, Maeve Connolly, Katelyn Dyer, Taylor Eccleston,

Savannah Eastman, Abby Hanson, Caroline Keil, Marisa Kenny, Abigail LeVangie, Maggie LeVangie, Connor Mahoney,

Molly Mason, Shaun McCoy, Amy McMahon, Charlie Miller, Laura Murphy, Sabrina Nelson, John Petty, Austin Rindfus,

Ryan Sheehan, Grace Tanguilig, Bryce Thomas, Rose Webster, Tom Walsh, Alexandra Wright

Chorus

Abigail Bates, Jackie Brady, Sarah Butler, Hannah Carrita, Nicholas Dimaggio, Savannah Eastman, Ashley Fagnant, Sarah

Fishman, Shayne Fleming, Deanna Fusco, Olivia Gagnon, Ashlei Gibbs, Kasey Hann, Shaun Keene, Rachel Lake, Mariah

Lang, Emma Lazarescu, Abigail LeVangie, Charlie Miller, Laura Murphy, Katelyn Noyes, Mariah Pennington, John Petty,

Samina Rafiq, Abigail Reynolds, Benjamin Romanelli, Nicole Sacco, Cammie Smith, Glenn Tenney, Alexandra Wright.
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Jazz Band

Jason Barrette, Jenny Broder, Zach Boudrow, Robyn Whaples, Tyler Hazard, Michael Fulton, Dave Whittle, Jen Siranosian,

Amanda Vespermann, Molly Travers, Thatcher Drake, Matt Martin, Reed Maxim, Ben Romanelli, Tim Titcomb

Concert Band

Mariah Pennington, Gina Boccuzzi, Sara Serdy, Philicia Henderson, Molly Travers, Kaitlyn Scott, Jeffrey Polidor, Joanna O'Gorman,

Jenny Broder. Ashley Fagnant, Patrick Griffin, Tyler Hazard, Kyle Whaples, Jen Siranosian, Zach Boudrow, Robyn Whaples,

Michael Fulton, Dave Whittle, Vincent Petracca, Timothy Milliken, Noah Bourdon, Donald Donahue, Christopher Fagnant.



Spanish Club French Club

Tyler Hazard, Lexi McCauley, Rachel Perras, Kelsey White,

Jack Branco, Kristine Gajdarikova, Emma McDermott,

Heather Goddard, Tatum Tropp, Ashley Fagnant,

Kelsey Lawrence, Riley Barrows

Brendan Carmichael, Heather Case, Emily Crowley, Calvin Cutler,

Caroline Keil, Olivia Klinck (Zhen), Madison Kremer, Brianna Lohr,

Orna Lynch, Catherine Maxwell, Jonathan McGonagle, Sabrina

Nelson, Nicholas Polidor, Ariana Romano, Jamie Smith, Amanda

Vespermann, Kylie Hogan

Generation Connect

Eve Brickley, Sarah Gaffney, Owen Gaffney, Taryn Gaffney, Caroline McKenna, Katie McKenna,

Julianna Ferguson, Christian Rossomondo



WSDH Radio

John Bishop, Michael Christy, Calvin CutlepColin Loftus, Alex Malcolm, Nick Polidor,

Mike Ruth, Kevin Walker, Patrick Wilbur

Outdoor Club Student Advisory Council

Jessica Barnaby, Gabby Christian, Tyler Hazard,

Amanda Vespermann

Kylie Dolan, Kevin Wright, Owen Gaffney



student Council

J Barry, B. Casino, K. Conosta, M. Corsini, N. Costa, K. Dunham, S. Emerson, M. Esdale, 0. Gaffney, C. Gauthier

K. Govoni, B. Hogan, T. Kelleher, M. Martin, K. Payne, R. Perras, M. Reardon, J. Riedel, K. Scott, J. Siranosian,

J. Sweeney, G. Tenney, T. Titcomb, M. Travers, E. Vitacco, E. Wegman, M. Whelan. K. White

Knights Theater Company

T. Walsh, J. Petty, E. Denmark, R. Sheehan, W. Densberger, B. Carmichael, J. MacLeod. A. Sivco, S. Nelson, J.

Lizotte, A. Hanson, C. Keil, V. Goddard, S. Balkam, S. Scott. S. Butler, K. Condosta, D. Evans, C. Gorham,

0. Harmon, M. Lang, C. Murphy, B. Romanelli, A. Lambros, H. Evans, J. Cahill, A. Wright, S. Petracca,

J. Tatelbaum, A. Solari, C. Dolan, A. Wilson, E. Crowley, M. Connolly, K. Gaidarikova, C. Wick, R, Billburg,

K. Finlaysan, K. Hyde, K. Noyes, H. Wright, E. Bedford, S. Rice, R. Roundtree-Hanson

Spring Show:

West Side

Story

Fall Show:

Occupation

Murder
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KTC Tech Crew

Emily Christensen, Maddie Oakley, Mat Corsini, Cam Cullotta, Michael Kristy, Brody Hollett,

Schuyler Brown, Ashley Smith, Danny Donahue, Olivia Gagnon, Meaghan Dundon, John Bishop, Emily Robinson,

Angela Lorino, Mat Sylvester, Katie O'Brien, Tommy Kelleher, Brenden Sullivan

Improv Club

Colin Loftus, Sarah Fishman, Shayne Fleming, Charlie Miller, Benjamin Romanelli, Marielle Cotter, Abby Hanson,

Calvin Cutler, Alex Nobile, Mariah Lang, Kyle Whaples, Abby Bates, Alex Wright, Colleen Gorhan, Wilson Schneider,

Abby Reynolds, Danielle LaScala, April Hughes, Mike Ruth, Genieva Aboltin, Anne Wilson, Will Densberger.



TV Club

Wilson Schneider, Calvin Cutler, Ben Romanelli, Nick Polidor, Colin Loftus, Will Densberger,

Nate Costa, Kyle Whaples, Robyn Whaples, Brendan Carmichael, Mike Kristy,

Guinevere Reilly, Mike Ruth

Amnesty

Emily Crowley, Kylie Dolan, Sarah Fishman, Paige Goulet, Maddie Kremer, Catherine Maxwell,

Alex Nobile, Morgan Pell
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Photography Club

Genieva Aboltin, Kelly Bean, Skyler Belcher, Emily Bernardi, Bunyad Bhatti, Sarah Butler, Brendan Carmichael,

Nate Costa, Leanne Cummings, Calvin Cutler, Maeve Daipe, Sydney Di-Tommaso, Delaney Gill, Abby Hanson,

Cedar Hickey, Shannpn Kane, Michael Kristy, Mariah Pennington, Genny Reilly, Abby Reynolds, Emily Robinson,

Mia Ryan, Philecia Strauss, Jamie Sullivan, Kayla Suriano

Students and Military

Alex Vrountas, Rachel Brown, Hilary Gonneville, Jessie Lizzotte, Jon Cubetus, Owen Gaffney, Taryn Gaffney,

Katie McKenna. Caroline McKenna, Amanda Alvarenga, Emma Dempsey, Kevin Wright, Kimmie Whicher, Billy

Woods, Connor Guerin, Dave Watt, Rebecca German, Lane Horton, Morgan Pell, Paige Goulet, Connor Sullivan,

Emily McDonald.





You came Into our lives as one half of a matching set, and for eighteen years, we've

watched you grow. From your first words and first steps, to your first day of school to the

day you got your ears pierced, each milestone was met with tears. Watching you grow up

has been special. You had such an independent and strong personality and that has served

you well. Today, even though we still see our little girl, the reality is that you are a grown

woman. You have become a smart, compassionate, beautiful woman and we wish you the

very best in life. We are so proud of who you have become and all that you have

accomplished. Congratulations on your graduation and good luck as you pursue your

dreams. You'll always be our little girl.

Love Mom & Dad
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Amanda
Four years have gone by so fast. We are SO proud of you,

not just for your academic achievements, but for who you

ore! Beoutifui, smart, funny, caring, foithfui, confident, and

so much more! Be strong, be true, be safe, and oiwoys

keep your faith in front of you. Always remember, there's no

pioce like home, oiwoys look on the bright side of life, and

keep searching for your Holy Grail. We love you !! (o bushel

and o peck and o hug around the neck (that's from Mio!).

Congratulations, Julie

You have always worked so hard, and you

deserve the best.

We are so very proud of you.

Love

Mom and Dad

Love, Mom, Dad, Billy, Emily, Mio, and Grouchol! ZXoxoxo

j

Dearest Alexandra,

We are so proud of you. You hove

become such o beautiful, passionate,

intelligent young woman, You voice is on

amazing gift that we all get to enjoy... but

you ore so much more than your singing.

You show your kindness, compassion, and

strength every day, in everything that you

do. You hove always listened to your

heart... so we have no doubt that you will

continue to follow your dreams.

Congratulations Sweet Girl!

With all our love.

Mom, Dad, Hannah, and Ginger
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To C-238
It's been just 720 school days since you arrived,

all polished up for your first day of high school.

It took a full semester, but eventually you

decided I was trustworthy, and you began to

talk.. .and, you haven't stopped in the four years

since. I will miss you dreadfully, but I have

great confidence in the impressive people you

have become. Farewell, you must be going. Go

far, far away; come back and tell us all about it.

With Love, Mrs. Carlyle

Kelsey Belcher

Lexi McCauley

Sarah Lake

Sarah Lowry

Amanda Cox

Mike Brownell

Ryan Catania

Steve Cook

Kevin Wright

Kyle Whaples

Kylie

We are so very proud of you, and so happy for you !

Congratulations! You have had an amazing year! You have

grown into an amazing young woman, and we know

whatever your dreams are, you will succeed.

We love you so much; good luck next year.

Love, Mom, Dad, Brittany, and Wyatt, too.

Congrats, Leah!

We are so proud of you

and love you very, very nnuch!!

XOXO
Dad and Rae
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Go placidly amidst the noise and haste, and remember what peace there may be in silence."

With love and best wishes to the Class of 201 3

Bud and Tricia Schermerhorn

Congratulations, Erin!

Great Job! We're so proud of you,

and we love you very much!

Love Mom, Dad, and Matthew

Charles R. Foley, Jr.

"It's not who I am underneath...

But what I do that defines me." - Batman

‘Pi
Charles R. Foley Jr.

^ Gilmartin — ^
VJr 'Foundation

jjtgJ/wwwxharicOTfol^rcom^



Dear Patrick/Patcho/Toy-

Born in San Francisco and raised in Sandwich, you have had the

unenviable position of being the middle of three sons. Being neither the

first to come along, nor the baby of the family, you've carved your own

special place in our hearts and the wider world. You have a heart of gold,

ready to give all you have to anyone needy, the soul and pen of a poet,

and an endearing ability to forge your own path without caring what

others may think. (Remember wearing the banana costume to IS the first

month of freshman year?) We can't wait to see where your passion for

military history takes you. Home will never be the same again without

you in it.

Lots of love. Mom, Dad, Will, and Boo-Christopher

Congratulations, Steph

We’re so proud of you!

You are such a wonderful daughter and a

great sister. Always be true to yourself,

and follow your dreams,

we love you so much !!

Mom, Dad, Bob, and Karli

Erin;

I'
1 Since the day we brought you home, you have brought us

I nothing but joy and happiness. We are so proud of the

beautiful, kind, and graceful young woman that you are.

* We can't wait to see what you will accomplish, as you

move on to college and the rest of your life,

p, We love you more than we can ever say,.

Love,

;

Mom, Dad, and James

Sarah

Congratulations! We are so proud of you. The years

have flown by, but we treasure each memory as we

have watched you grow into such an amazing

young woman. We know God has great plans for

you, and we are blessed to be a part of your

journey. Always remain true to who you are, for that

is the key to success!

Love you up to the moon and back.

Mom, Dad, and Rachel
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MARANDA
We could not have asked for a better daughter. We are

very proud of you! You have become a beautiful,

smart, strong, and caring young woman. Stay true to

yourself. I remember.. .THE SKY IS THE LIMIT!!!

And always use your head.

Congratulations to you and all your SHS friends.

Class of 201 3.

With all our love. Mom, Dad and Mason, xoxoxoxo

Dave
Eighteen years ago, you came into our lives and changed us forever. :

From the young Pop Warner football player, Into the athlete and

leader that you are as a Blue Knight. Every goal and mark that you

have set for yourself has been made, and the legacy you have left for
;

•

your sister and brother is one to aspire to. Thank you for making the * :

right choices, and for being a great role model for Carly and Sam. We •;

could not have asked for or expected any better. Remember all of the

good times and friends you've made along these last twelve years,

and be excited for the future. There is no limit to what you can

achieve; you've proved that. We love you, God bless you, and here's
'

to the next chapters to come in the book of “You."

Congratulations to you and the Class of 201 3! ;

All our love and support,

Mom, Dad, Carly, and Sam
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Sarah

You have been a joy since the moment you entered

this world.

Beneath your gentle spirit and kind heart lie such

fortitude, integrity, and grace...

We are so proud of you, and we admire the capable

young woman you have become...

No matter where your journey and dreams may take

you, know that our love will always go with you...

Congratulations!

Love, Mum, Catherine, and Nina xo

[

Erin

We are so proud of all that you accomplished at

Sandwich High School. It was just yesterday you were

pushing your doll carriage.

Time is flying by!

Congratulations!

Love.

Mom, Dad, and Kyle

Aaron

It seems like yesterday you got on the school

bus for the first time. Congratulations on your

graduation! We wish you success and

happiness in all you do.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, and Hannah

Promise me that you will always remember you are braver than you

believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think.”

- Christopher Robin

For Rebecca,

May your future be filled with loyal friends, kind

strangers, love, laughter, happiness,

and cookies & milk!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Bryan, & Kelly



We are such proud parents, Anthony. You have

overcome so much in these four years, and have

become a strong, intelligent, young man. Keep

pushing for your dreams; if you push hard enough,

they will come true. We will always be by your side.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Jonathan

Rachel

You add sparkle to our lives!

We love you very much,

and we love the person you are!

God bless you.

Mom, Pop, and Matt

Reed,

Congratulations on your graduation!

We are so very proud of you and your many accomplishments.

This is just the start of a wonderfully exciting life for you.

Someone once told us, ’’the third is a charm” and that has been

so true. Our lives just would not have been whole without you.

Though you always seemed to have big boots to fill, you've

done that superbly. You have filled our lives with so much joy

and laughter for the past 1

8

years.

You are indeed our Renaissance man, and we hope that you

continue to pursue your love of music and art, as well as the

sciences. Your intelligence, wit, and compassion for others

have made us better people.

And, you have inspired us every day to do the right thing.

Dare to dream and to live those dreams.

Continue to challenge yourself, and to enjoy every day.

We'll always be here for you. ..remember that your joy is our joy.

We all love you,

Mom, Dad, Rob, and Ryan
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I am smiling because you are

my brother. I am laughing

because there is nothing you can

do about it!

It was nice growing up with

someone like you. Someone to

lean on, someone to count on...

someone to tell on!

Friends come and go with age.

But brothers last a lifetime...

And that is a long time!

James,

Congratulations on all your accomplishments!

We are very proud of you.

Follow your dreams.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Kristen

Chelsea Mairead

We are so proud of the woman you have become!

You always seem to keep amazing us

with everything you do!

You are a strong, beautiful person.

You will have much success,Whichever path you choose!

You will always be our little Girl! We love you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Sarah, Ben, Jacob, Julia, Thomas

Congratulations, Nate!

Can’t believe how fast time has gone by.

We are very proud of you, and can't wait

to see what the future holds --

Always be true to yourself-- we love you.

Love Mom, Dad, Erika and Madyson
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Kristen

Congratulations. We are so very proud of you

and all you have accomplished in your four

years at SHS. From the day you were born, you

have taken us on quite the adventure. We have

enjoyed sharing your activities, your friends, and

your successes.

I hope the South is ready for you !

Love, Mom, Dad, Andrew, and Kate

Kristina

The Bourne-Sandwich Rotary Club

and your host families

Congratulate you, and wish you

all the best.

Rachel

We are so very proud

of all that you have

accomplished in the past

four years.

Best of luck for the future

to you and

the class of 2013.

Love, Mom
and your entire

Reindeer family

It
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Claire, Congratulations on your graduation!

You have always been a child full of surprises - never a dull moment!

Remember: The road to success is not straight; there are curves called

“failures,” and detours called “confusion;” speed bumps called “friends,”

and caution lights called, “family.” You will have flat tires called “jobs,”

but if you have a spare called “determination,” and an engine called

“perseverance" you will make it to a place called “success.”

We are so very proud of you!

Love, Mom, Lauren, Peter, Josh, and Miley

Catherine,

We are so very proud of you, and all you have

accomplished! We can't wait to see where life

will take you next. You are a remarkable young

woman. Like Pete the Cat, may you always,

"keep walking along, singing your song, cause

It's all good!"

Love, Mom, Dad, and Sophia

Hi Joshua,

You have worked so hard, and we are very proud of all

your accomplishments. You are such an incredible

person, loving, funny, intelligent, with the biggest heart!

Stay true to yourself, and you will have great success in

life. We knew that you would make it and make us

proud to be your parents.

We love you!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Jacob

Elizabeth Grace

We are so proud of you! We know that

whatever your future nnay hold, you will always

be wearing your beautiful smile!

All of our love.

Mom, Dad, Christine, and Papa
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Jeremy,

Congratulations!

Dad and I are so proud of you!

We hope you enjoy every moment of

“college life,” make good choices, and

follow your dreams.

Love,

Dad and Mom

Jenny,

Every Little Piece Love

And Don't You Know,

You're Really Gonna

Be Someone

Ask Anyone

And When You Find

Everything You Looked

For

I Flope Your Love Will

Lead You Back to My

Door

But If It Don't

Stay Beautiful

Congratulations, We
Are So Proud of You!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Jack

Gar,

We're excited to see where life will take you next. The world is full of opportunity, so dare to

dream big! Live your life with no regrets, and know that your family will always be here to

support you through the hurdles, cheer you on along the way,

and celebrate all your triumphs!

All our love. Dad, Mom, Biz, and Andy
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Congratulations Hilary!

We are so proud of you.

Believe in yourself; there is nothing you can't do!

We Love You !

Mom, Dad, Hannah and Zachary

Sam
Look Out World -- Here She Comes!

The journey is just beginning, and we will be

there to support you always.

Congratulations on your graduation,

Love

Mom, Dad, and Robert

Shane,

Where have the years gone? We blinked, and the

sweet, little boy we were raising grew into a wonderful,

young man! We are blessed to be a part of your life.

You truly exemplify all that is good and kind in this

world. We are so proud of all you have accomplished

and all that you have planned. We will always be there

for you, with all our love and support. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Brady

Nayree Goler

“Nay Painted Turtle”

“Though we travel the world over to find the

beautiful, we must carry it with us or we find it not.”

— Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Ryan,

You were a miracle from the beginning, a hero in

“saving mom's life,” but we had no idea what a gift

you would be. You have brought us so much joy,

and the years have flown by.

Remember.. .’’that guy said nice. ..hat,” Cub Scouts

and the soap box derby, the Y2K bug, March

Meltdowns, night skiing, California trips, skateboard

camp, swimming lessons, Jellystone adventures,

getting jiggy with it, wrapping your dirt bike around

a tree and getting back on. Yogi, finger injuries,

Smokey, Super Bowls, World Series, the Stanley

Cup! Driving lessons with Dad, Canal, Mariners,

Dynamos, Hurricanes, 4 Canal Cups, the 1st and

2nd Jeff Hayes Tournament wins, your first

lacrosse stick, and so many LAX memories.

Your quick wit and great sense of humor have i

made us laugh. Your kind and compassionate heart
;

has made us smile. Your honesty and dedication

have made us proud. Your strength and courage

have made us stronger. You are a good friend, a

great little brother, and a terrific son. We are so

proud of you !!

Work hard, play hard, smile, and LOL a lot! i

Whatever you do, wherever your journey takes you,

we are always here for you! You are the heart of

our hearts.
;

Love,
I

Mom, Dad, Heather, and Ali
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David, You are completing a wonderful adventure,

and we are so proud of you and all that you have

accomplished. Reach for the stars, DJ, and you will

always find your dreams. You worked so hard, and

you should be very proud of yourself. We love you!

(More than this entire universe.)

Mom, Dad, and MollyRose

Congratulations, Jen I

We are so very proud of your hard work

and many accomplishments at SHS.

As you start this new chapter, make sure you:

1 )
Keep smiling! 2) Follow your dreams.

3) Always remember home,

where you are loved the most.

With our love and support.

Mom, Dad, Liz, and Ben

Mike

It's so hard to come to a school in your senior year, and try

to find your place among others who have been together

for years. You've impressed us with your unfailing good

humor, your grace under enormous pressure, and your

friendly spirit. We wish you all the best, as you go out to

find your place in life. We hope it will be a good one, and

one worthy of your many talents. Best wishes and

congratulations to you, and to the Class of 20 1 3!

Congratulations

2013

You made it

!
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Mariah,

Congratulations on your graduation.

You were born in Alaska, and named for the wild

North wind. You are a gentle lover of nature's

wonders. You see both far and deep. Your eyes

sparkle with a quiet clever wit and your smile is as

warm as your heart. We are so very proud of you.

Love, Dad, Mom, Anna, Julia, Chloe, Tessa, Jesse,

Charlie, Merlin, Pip,

and all your Family and Friends.

"You're off to Great Places! Today is your day!

Your mountain is waiting, so...

get on your way!"

- Dr. Seuss
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“Over the Bridges”
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can be a very frightening place, but we know you are ready

for life on the other side. Travel far, study hard, enjoy life,

and come back and tell us all about it.

We wish you happiness, great knowledge, and plenty of fun.

Congratulations to the Class bf 201

3

All your teachers, secretaries, custodians,

cafeteria workers, and education support personnel

T ,. .
who are

The Sandwich Education Association ^



"Like branches of a tree we grow in different directions

yet our roots remain as one. Each of our lives will

always be a special part of the other”

Greenville Girls Forever

“I always knew looking back on my tears would make

me laugh, but I never knew looking back on my
laughter would make me cry.”

Amanda,

We knew from the first moment we held you in our arms

that you were a very special person. We have watched

our little girl blossom into a beautiful young woman who is

now ready to start a new chapter in her life. As you begin

this new journey, there will be many thrilling adventures,

people to meet, and goals to achieve. Remember to

always laugh, enjoy life, and stay the beautiful person that

you are.

You know how proud we are of you, and how much you

are loved. No matter where life takes you, you will always

be in our hearts; and, remember there will always be a

road that leads home.

Congratulations on all your successes during your SHS
years.

Love Always,

Mom and Dad (Tobey too!)
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Congratulations on four successful

years at SHS! You have come so far, as

a senior athlete, from when you started

as a freshman who had never run

before! It made us proud to hear the

coaches tell your story at banquets, to

inspire new runners.

James,

AKA Wegman, by your

teammates at SHS,

ONLINE EXTRA
wickedlocalsanclwich.com

We are also proud of the

compassionate, humble, and thoughtful

young man you have become, and we
enjoy your dry sense of humor, too. We
know you will continue to experience

success in college, and continue to stay

true to your ideals.

Love ya!
PHOTO GAUERY

Sandwich cross-

country
Mom, Dad, Eliz, and Jen





Lancer 2013
This was the year of the iPad.

For some, this was the year Lancer should go digital, give up on the paper, post to cyberspace.

But, then, how would you read this at the beach? How do you sign the ethers? As you move

into the next stages of your lives, you will look forward to looking back --

as friends come together again, and say: Remember?

Cat Felicetti Madeline Rose Emma VitaccoAmanda Cox Maranda Swift

The Lancer Staff, who put it all together

That's not as easy as it sounds. Beginning with the senior portraits, in October, and continuing

through fall and winter sports, to club photos, and messages from families, creating a yearbook is a

year-long race to the final deadline, which was today, March 25, 2013. Though these five

staffmembers were the creative drive behind this book, we also must thank others,

who arrived, provided assistance, and moved on to other activities:

j Erin Hurley, sports; Kimmie Whicher, activities; Dan Cowick, golf; Delaney Gill and Jessica Langley,

! underclassmen; Sam Anderson, clubs; Dan Crowley, Sandwich Enterprise;

Tom Davis, Studio 280/Northern Images;

the Silverman and Crossman families; too many family photographers to mention;

the Sandwich Fire Department (thanks for the beach photo lift. Chief!);

SHS Administrators Ellin Booras, Rich Metropolis, and Anne Wagner.
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Copyright 201 3 Lancer. All Rights Reserved.

This work is protected by domestic and international copyright law. Except in the context of a genuine

fair use, any unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this work, in whole or in part, is unlawful.

Violators will be pursued to the furthest extent of the law.

Lancer 201 3 is a publication of Lancer, the Sandwich High School Yearbook, an unincorporated

association consisting of the editors of Lancer 201 3, and of Sandwich High School, 365 Quaker

Meetinghouse Road, East Sandwich, Massachusetts 02537.

Registration for the compilation copyright in this book is pending with the U.S. Copyright Office.
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